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ACADEMIC SENATE MINUTES 
April 8, 1992 Volume XXIII, No. 12 
seating of New Senate 
Call to Order 
Roll Call 
Approval of Minutes of March 25, 1992 
Chairperson's Remarks 
Vice Chairperson's Remarks 
Student Body President's Remarks 
Administrators' Remarks 
ACTION ITEMS: 1. Election of Officers, Executive 
Committee, and JUAC Members 
2. Academic Affairs Committee 
Proposal for Communication Department 
Professional Public Relations Sequence 
3. Rules Committee Report on Administra-
tive Efficiency committee Report 
4. Rules Committee: CAST Bylaws Changes 




2. Academic Affairs Committee Presentation 
of Vision Statement for Strategic Plan 
Meetings of the Academic Senate are open to members of the 
University community. Persons attending the meetings may 
participate in discussions with the consent of the Senate. 
Persons desiring to bring items to the attention of the 
Senate may do so by contacting any member of the Senate. 
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ACADEMIC SENATE MINUTES 
(Not Approved by the Academic Senate) 
April 8, 1992 Volume XXIII, No. 12 
CALL TO ORDER 
Vice Chairperson Engelhardt called the meeting of the Academic 
Senate to order at 7:04 p.m. in the Circus Room of the Bone 
Student Center. 
SEATING OF NEW SENATORS 
Vice Chairperson Engelhardt introduced the new senators: 
FACULTY SENATORS: Paul Borg, Music; Mark Kaiser, Foreign 
Language; Toni McCarty, Specialized Education Development; 
Wayne Nelsen, Industrial Technology; Khalid Razaki, Accounting; 
Robert Ritt, Math; Shailer Thomas, sociology; Susan Winchip, 
Home Economics; and Harvey Zeidenstein, Political Science. 
STUDENT SENATORS: Dave Abbott, Criminal Justice Science; 
Shelly Adams, Chemistry; Kathleen Ahearn, Financial Accounting; 
Rich Barker, International Business; Latoria Carroll, Graduate 
Student; Randy Fox, SBBD Chair and Industrial Technology major; 
Michelle Hansen, History; Kristian Harris, Industrial Technology; 
James Hoffmann, Political Science; Renee Mousavi, Public Rela-
tions; Jeff Ogren, Student Regent and Political Science major; 
Ayoub Rabah, International Business; Shawn Schweigert, Foreign 
Languages; Matthew Shimkus, Political Science; Steven Stavropou-
los, General Finance; Greg Stock, History Education; Lisa Thomp-
son, English Education; and Kathy Touhy, Communication. 
ROLL CALL 
Vice Chairperson Engelhardt called the roll and declared a quorum 
present. 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF MARCH 25, 1992 
Senator Ritt: On Page 6, Second Paragraph, the word "courses" 
appears three times. - This should read "forces". 
XXIII-73 Motion to approve Academic Senate Minutes of March 25, 1992, 
by Senator Cook (Second, Razaki) carried on a voice vote. 
HO CHAIRPERSON'S REMARKS 
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VICE CHAIRPERSON'S REMARKS 
Vice Chairperson Engelhardt thanked the faculty senators, 
the Senate Secretary, and past Chairperson Len Schmaltz 
for an interesting year. It has been a very good experience. 
If you have not turned in your schedule and committee prefer-
ence forms, please do so tonight. The new Chair and Vice 
Chair will be making committee assignments soon. They will 
be presented to Monday's Executive Committee Meeting. 
Page 16 of the Administrative Efficiency Report is in the 
packet for those who did not receive it last time. 
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT'S REMARKS 
Student Body President Randy Fox: Good evening. Although 
I don't know all of you, I look forward to working with you 
this year and getting things accomplished for the common goal 
of ISU and academics. From the Student Body Board's point 
of view, what I will be focusing on this year is letting people 
know what the students are thinking and bringing together all 
the students from the different groups that are on campus 
along with the SBBD, the Senate, the Student Affairs Office, 
ALAS, the Black Student Union, etc. We are all in the same 
boat, and I think what I have learned during my five years 
here is that all of us have the same things in common and that 
we can work together for a common goal -- enhancing ISU. 
ADMINISTRATORS' REMARKS 
President Wallace had no remarks. 
Provost Strand had an excused absence. 
Vice President for Student Affairs had no remarks. 
Vice President Alexander had an excused absence. 
ACTION ITEMS 
1. Election of Officers, JUAC and Executive committee Members 
:XIII-74 Senator Zeidenstein: I nominate Len Schmaltz for Chairperson 
(Second, Razaki). Motion carried on a voice vote 
Chairperson Schmaltz assumed the chair. Thank you for your 
confidence. I also want to sincerely thank the Vice Chair 
of the Senate for this past year for all of his efforts. 
I would remind senators to turn in their committee preference 
forms. Executive Committee meets on Monday and will be con-
sidering committee assignments. 
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(XIII-75 Senator Touhy nominated Matthew Shimkus for Vice Chairperson 
(Second, Stock). 
{XIII-76 Motion by Senator Ogren to elect Matthew Shimkus by acclamation 
(Second, Harris) carried on a voice vote. 
{XIII-77 Senator Zeidenstein nominated Jan Cook for Secretary (Second, 
Borg) • 
{XIII-78 Motion by Senator Shimkus to elect Jan Cook by acclamation 
(Second, Newby) carried on a voice vote. 
{XIII-79 Senator Touhy nominated James Hoffmann to serve as the student 
member to the Joint University Advisory Committee (Second, 
Mousavi). 
{XIII-80 Motion by Shimkus to elect James Hoffmann by acclamation 
(Second, Touhy) carried on a voice vote. 
{XIII-81 Senator Zeidenstein nominated two faculty members to serve 
on the Joint University Advisory Committee: Paul Borg and 
Wayne Nelsen. (Second, Zielinski). 
{XIII-82 Motion by Newby to elect Paul Borg and Wayne Nelsen to JUAC 
by acclamation (Second, Razaki) carried on a voice vote. 
KXIII-83 Senator Zeidenstein nominated four faculty members to serve 
on the Executive Committee: Khalid Razaki, Accounting; 
Paul Walker, Agriculture; Thomas Baer, Curriculum and Instruc-
tion; and Marilyn Newby, Art. (Second, Kaiser) 
KXIII-84 Motion by Zielinski to elect the four faculty members by 
acclamation (Second, Hesse) carried on a voice vote. 
KXIII-85 Senator Carroll nominated two student senators to serve on 
the Executive Committee: Shelly Adams and Kathy Touhy 
(Second, Stock). 
KXIII-86 Motion by Harris to elect the two students to serve on the 
Executive Committee (Second, Razaki) carried on a voice vote. 
Vice Chairperson Matthew Shimkus: I would like to thank the 
students for nominating me. I intend to take the Academic 
Senate seriously and look forward to working with all of you 
over the next year. I will be working with the student 
senators to advance students' needs and interests. 
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2. Academic Affairs committee Proposal for Communication 
Department Professional Public Relations Sequence 
Senator Ritt moved approval of the Proposal for Communication 
~XIII-87 Department Professional Public Relations Sequence (Second, 
Nelsen). 
Senator Ritt: This proposal appeared as an Information Item 
at the last meeting. New senators can read about it on page 20-
24 of the Minutes of the March 25th meeting. I realize that 
many senators did not participate in the last senate meeting, 
and if there was a motion for a short recess to read the 
minutes, I would not be opposed to it. 
Senator Hesse: I have had a number of concerns about this 
program both in the Academic Affairs Committee and when it 
came to the Senate for Information. I asked a number of 
questions last time. I have the concern that in a department 
that is already hugely oversubscribed by majors that adding a 
new program may not be in the best interest of the majors in 
that program. I was assured by the Department of Communication 
that the existing students will not be hampered in any way and 
I can't dispute their assurance. I was also concerned that 
as faculty teach graduate courses on an overload basis that 
something may have to go -- either teaching or research would 
have to be compromised. I was assured by the Department of 
Communications that they would continue their record of 
publishing of seven book chapters, numerous articles, etc. 
specifically in the area of public relations. I cannot dis-
pute that assurance. I was also concerned that there was a 
conflict of interest inherent in any kind of contractual per 
course payment arrangement. Again, I was assured by the 
Department of Communications that such conflicts wouldn't 
exist. Again, I can't dispute that assurance. I do however 
have one concern about this proposal, and it's as a proposal. 
It is the crass, mercantile way in which this proposal was 
written. There is no rationale on the basis of theory, on 
the basis of conceptual need, or even on the basis of what will 
be a benefit to the public at large. Instead, you have a 
proposal that is offered to us on the basis of benefits to the 
Public Relations Society and to existing practictioners in the 
field. As a proposal this seems a rather mercenary kind of 
arrangement. I object to it on the basis of the program as it 
is proposed, not to the program itself or what it's offering, or 
the market, or the competency of the department. I just think 
it is fairly crass. 
Senator Borg: I have one question. It is a program designed for 
39 hours without an exit requirement. Am I to understand that 
a capstone course is sufficient synthesis? Also, in the 
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rationale it states that no additional faculty time will be 
needed. Is this correct? 
Dr. Vince Hazleton: There are currently 13 programs in the 
University that require 39 hours and do not require a capstone 
experience. We have a requirement for a capstone course in 
our proposal. As far as the faculty members' time, more people 
would be involved in supervising students. 
Senator White: On Page 22 of the minutes you are quoted as 
saying "that there are 9.5 FTE, with 7 tenure line faculty. 
Faculty have a publishing record of 7 book chapters and 90 
conference papers." Did you say that? 
Dr. Hazleton: I don't recall my exact statement. We do have 
9.5 FTE, and probably 7 book chapters, 90 some odd published 
articles. 
Senator Razaki: In an environment of tight budgets, and lack of 
support from the state, the faculty do have to look out for their 
own economic interests. If it doesn't impact on the quality of 
education, then it will probably be a good program. If it has 
a negative impact on education, I would oppose it. Since the 
department and the university support it, I think it will be a 
good program. 
Senator Hesse: I don't disagree with anything that you said. 
My concern is that this is the only rationale that is used. 
A basis of developing scholarship and skills, again we are 
talking about a graduate program here, was not included in 
the proposal. I don't disagree with departments serving various 
publics. Selling our services simply to be selling our services 
is what I caution against. If we are selling our services and 
achieving other good goals at the same time, I would support 
this. 
Senator Touhy: Are you troubled with something not in the 
proposal? Perhaps, how this will benefit students? 
Senator Hesse: At a programmatic level, a body of knowledge 
benefits both learning and society at large, is a traditional 
rationale in professional disciplines like teaching, medicine 
and law. Obviously, there is something in it for teachers, 
doctors and lawyers. Traditionally, that is too broad a 
rationale. That is what I am opposing in this proposal. 
There is a need for public relations as a discipline. 
Those questions are cast aside in the rationale and the 
program seems to be justified only on employability. 
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Senator Razaki: Many proposals are weighed down with a lot 
of unnecessary data. I thought that the Communications 
Department was being very honest and upfront. I liked their 
honesty. 
Senator Walker: If Academic Senate approves this, does the 
Board of Regents have to approve it? Do you think there will 
be any problems? 
Dr. Catherine Batsche: Yes, I believe the Board of Regents will 
approve it. However, we do anticipate some resistance because 
the sequence does not have three core courses that are common 
with the existing Master's degree. The department will have to 
provide a convincing rationale for not having a three-course 
common core. 
Senator Walker: Once we demonstrate a rationale, they will 
agree to it? 
Dr. Catherine Batsche: I think so. 
Dr. Vince Hazleton: The department extensively discussed ways 
to establish the common core, but could not agree on one. 
Senator Walker: All that we are approving is a sequence. 
Dr. Vince Hazleton: 
currently exist. 
All of the courses for this program 
Senator Zeidenstein: I have a question for Dr. Hazleton. 
Do you anticipate how, if any, benefits will fallout to 
undergraduate students on campus? 
Dr. Hazleton: One would be that faculty through interaction 
and access to professional media should inform and enhance 
their undergraduate teaching. The second way in which it will 
directly benefit the undergraduate program will be successful 
placement of undergraduates in the university in internship 
programs in the professional community. The third area would 
add to research and professional knowledge. It should enhance 
both the quality and quantity of research and thereby increase 
our understanding and knowledge at the undergraduate level. 
Senator White: I would like to voice my objections to this 
proposal. I guess my objections would corne under the heading 
of insufficient rigor. This proposal is for a Masters Degree 
in Communication, and yet the proposal itself acknowledges that 
almost all new courses will be set in the field of public rela-
tions. The proposal skirts the issues in that the program will 
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be offered only off campus. It seems to me that you could try 
to encourage a certain kind of established norms where a program 
is first offered on campus and then offered off campus. I am 
troubled that faculty will be teaching this on overload. At some 
point down the road faculty might not want any longer to teach 
on an overload basis. If that were the case, what would the 
implications then be for the program. I plan on voting no 
for this proposal. I would encourage other senators to take 
my objections seriously. 
Senator Harris: The rationale states that "admissions to the 
program will be limited to individuals with a minimum of two 
years of professional experience related to public relations and 
appropriate undergraduate degree." Undergraduates cannot par-
ticipate in this program? 
Dr. Hazleton: Not without an appropriate undergraduate degree. 
Senator Harris: What does this program offer to ISU students? 
Are there any benefits for us? It seems that the only ones who 
can enter this program must have two years of professional exper-
ience related to public relations. 
Dr. Hazleton: ISU does have an on-campus program -- a Masters 
in Communication. This program is designed to benefit people who 
have made a professional career choice and bring with them some 
understanding of the application of theory. We are serving two 
different populations of people. The proposal is for the devel-
opment of professionals in the field -- enhancing the education 
of practitioners. 
Senator Touhy: As a Communication major, I see nothing wrong 
with this program. I think the fact that it would be offered 
in the Chicago area would provide a link for the University with 
alumni in that area. It will benefit students in that way. 
Senator Young: You must have had a compelling reason to develop 
the program. Could you summarize the reason for wanting to 
develop a program in the Chicago area for a public relations 
sequence. 
Dr. Vince Hazleton: As part of personal experience and involve-
ment with the Public Relations Society of America and a member 
of the national legislative assembly, I was part of a process of 
moving toward requirements for continuing education and profes-
sional development within the field. Also, observing that 
there is a paucity of organized programs at the graduate level 
that would provide strong theoretic training for public relations 
professionals. The bulk of professional development beyond the 
baccalaureate level has been by other practitioners. There are 
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few programs at the doctoral level and graduate level nationwide. 
One of the goals of this University is public service. We are 
one of the few institutions in Illinois that offers a degree in 
Public Relations. It seemed reasonable as part of our service 
and in serving our own goals for scholars that this was a wonder-
ful opportunity to take a position of national leadership in 
terms of working with professionals in what should graduate 
education for public relations look like. There is a Masters 
Degree program at Northwestern University which is called 
integrated marketing. It is taught generally by practitioners 
within the school of Journalism. It is a craft approach to 
education which focuses on teaching by anecdote. There is a 
volume of theory and research in the community of social sciences 
which is practical, useful, and part of our undergraduate degree 
program and is located in Chicago. 
Senator Young: I think there are other benefits of a public 
relations nature that could be accrued at ISU as a result of 
having this program in the Chicago area. 
Senator Wallace: From the University's point of view, this 
would accomplish an important statewide mission of interaction 
between one of our departments and a statewide professional 
association. It has a lot of benefits for the University. 
We should be interested in serving chicago as part of the 
mission of Illinois State University. It would promote the 
interaction of faculty members and students. If we have an 
ISU--Chicago Advisory Group on Public Relations in the 
Chicago area, it would be out to project the University to 
the Chicago area. We have already seen a number of positive 
outcomes from our Chicago branch office. If you have no 
concern with the academic programs and outcomes, I think the 
department should be congratulated. The Senate should not 
pass anything that is not academically appropriate. 
Senator Borg: It is the very academic nature of the program 
that I do not quite understand. It is different from an on-
campus experience. What is the appropriate undergraduate 
degree as preparation for graduate work? 
Dr. Vince Hazleton: Public Relations can be located in either 
of two areas in the university: Journalism or Speech Communica-
tion. 
Senator Borg: If a student does not have an undergraduate degree 
in either of these areas (Journalism or Speech), is there a 
chance of being accepted in the program? 
Dr. Hazleton: Yes. 
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Senator Borg: Does the core program satisfy background needs 
for someone who enters the program with such different undergrad-
uate preparation? 
Dr. Hazleton: The courses to be offered are the same as in 
our current Master's Degree program. All of our graduate 
students take a broad based program of social sciences and 
humanities. There are some practitioners who do not get 
their undergraduate degree in communications. Specifically, 
they are provided with additional reading materials or back-
ground. However, the bulk of our practitioners do come from 
one or the other of those areas in terms of the differences 
within curriculum. Currently, we have 17 graduate courses 
listed in our catalog. Twelve of those courses are part of 
the proposed sequence. Only a few are not included. 
Senator Borg: Then a student who enters the program without 
undergraduate work in the discipline would receive a sufficient 
synopsis of communication theory or public relations? 
Dr. Hazleton: Yes. 
Dr. Catherine Batsche: The University already has approval to 
offer and M.S. in communication. We currently do not have 
approval to offer sequences within that degree. The Department 
of Communications wants to take some of the courses that are 
already offered as part of the existing master's degree and 
organize them as a sequence. The new sequence will require 
students to take selected courses from those currently offered as 
part of the existing degree plus one new course. In addition, 
students will be required to take 39 hours to complete the mas-
ters degree instead of the 32 hours required in the existing 
program. Those are the only two changes that separate the 
sequence from the program that is already offered. In essence, 
students could now take all of the courses in public relations as 
part of the master's in communication but they would not recieve 
transcript notation indicating that they had completed work in 
public relations. If the Senate approves the sequence in 
professional public relations, students will be able to obtain 
transcript notation indicating that they specialized in public 
relations as part of their master's degree in communication. 
Off-campus proposals do not require the approval of the Senate. 
However, sequences do require Senate approval. The proposal for 
the sequence in public relations is being presented to the 
Senate, not because of the department's intent to offer the 
sequence off-campus, but because the department does not current-
ly offer a sequence in public relations jand needs the Senate's 
approval in order to do so. However, the University must obtain 
Board of Regents and IBHE approval for both the new sequence and 
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for the off-campus program. We consulted with the BOR staff on 
the best procedure to use to accomplish these two approvals and 
Dr. Carol Floyd suggested that the university should first seek 
approval for the sequence and then seek approval for the off-
campus program. 
The professional public relations sequence will not be the first 
program the University plans to offer only at an off-campus site. 
The University currently offers a General Studies degree in two 
off-campus locations: Dwight Correctional Facility and Pontiac 
Correctional Facility. Although ISU offers a general studies 
degree on-campus, the structure of the degree is significantly 
different at the off-campus sites dues to the restrictions of 
students who are incarcerated. 
XXIII-87)Approval of proposal carried on a voice vote. (There were 
several "no" votes and some abstentions.) 
3. Rules committee Report on Administrative Efficiency 
committee Report 
Former Rules Committee Chairperson, Rob Engelhardt: For those 
of you who were not fortunate enough to be at the last Senate 
meeting, we had an eleventh hour discussion of the Administrative 
Efficiency Committee Report and had to adjourn due to a lack of a 
quorum. However, we have decided that the role of the Rules 
Committee was simply to present our report to the Senate and the 
only action required tonight would be for the Senate to receive 
the report. Any actions recommended in the report would need 
to proceed through the appropriate Senate committees. (Such as 
a recommendation to abolish the Facilities Planning Committee 
would come through the Administrative Affairs Committee who 
would make a recommendation to the Rules Committee.) The proper 
action here tonight would be to accept the Rules Committee 
Report. 
:XIII-88 Motion by Razaki (Second, White) to accept the Rules Committee 
Report on the Administrative Efficiency Committee Report. 
Senator Walker: We are just accepting the report. Any action 
recommended in it will have to come back through the Senate? 
Chairperson Schmaltz: I think what we are doing is accepting 
the fact that the Rules Committee recommends the abolition of 
the Facilities Planning Committee, for example. 
Senator Young: I don't think that is it at all. What the Rules 
Committee did was take a report that was difficult to deal with, 
and attempt to distribute it to the internal committees of the 
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senate for review and investigation. They then reported back to 
the Rules committee. We looked at all that information and 
codified the results. We submitted it to the Senate in this 
report. The Senate can receive or accept this report -- they 
don't have to do anything with this report that they don't want 
to. If individual internal committees wish to do more, they can 
do what they so choose. 
Senator Walker: So everything stays status quo, unless internal 
committees recommend a change? 
Senator Young: Yes. 
Senator Walker: The Administrative Efficiency Report suggested 
abolishing the Facilities Planning committee. For this to be 
done the Administrative Affairs committee would have to make a 
recommendation to this effect. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: I agree completely with what Senator 
Young just said. However, the problem I am having is that 
we cannot tell the Administrative Affairs Committee that it 
should come forth with any recommendation. I think the report 
suggests that. 
Senator Walker: At the last meeting we were told that the 
Facilities Planning committee had dissolved itself, and are 
no longer meeting. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: No external Senate committee can dissolve 
itself. 
Senator Walker: In effect, that committee has not met for six 
months. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: That is true. They are not meeting. 
Senator Walker: If we are going to uphold the Senate and its 
committee structure, Administrative Affairs Committee should 
come forward with a recommendation to dissolve the committee? 
Chairperson Schmaltz: I might point out to you that the Finan-
cial Exigency Committee is also not meeting. Just because a 
committee does not meet, does not mean that they have dissolved 
themselves, or that the Senate necessarily can force them to 
meet. 
Senator Zeidenstein: Another alternative would be for the 
Senate to replace the personnel on the committee. If we 
vote to receive the report of the Rules Committee, is it just 
the letter on the first page that we are approving, or the 
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entire administrative efficiency report that is attached to 
the back of the letter? 
Senator Young: The Senate is accepting only the Rules committee 
Report. 
Senator Borg: Is it the Senate's prerogative to ask other 
committees to consider these things? Did the Rules Committee 
send the report to internal committees and not ask for recom-
mendations? 
Senator Young: We did ask for recommendations. The report 
is a summary of those recommendations. 
Senator Borg: What does the Senate need to do to finalize 
these recommendations? Does a committee have to recommend 
it? 
Chairperson Schmaltz: In order to get a motion on the agenda, 
a committee would need to make a recommendation or request the 
Executive Committee to put it on the agenda. There is no 
motion on the agenda at the present time to "dissolve the 
Facilities Planning Committee". 
Senator Young: All of the Administrative Affairs Committee 
members are sitting here tonight and will hear this discussion. 
Senator Borg: But, they don't know who they are yet. 
Senator Young: They will know that they have the report, and 
if they want to do something, they can. A second thing could 
be for the Executive Committee to decide they want to refer it. 
A third thing is for the Senate in a separate motion say that 
Item 6 be given to the Administrative Affairs Committee. 
Senator Walker: I want to make something very clear. The 
Faculty Affairs Committee did review their portions of the 
Administrative Efficiency Committee Report and report back to 
Rules. I think our report should be entered into the Minutes. 
(See Appendix.) I don't want the new Faculty Affairs Committee 
to have to go back and look at it again. They did answer ques-
tions specifically and make a report. I think it all ought to 
be included in the minutes. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: I will so order. 
XXIII-88)Vote on accepting Rules Committee Report on the Administrative 
Efficiency Committee Report carried on a voice vote. 
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4. Rules committee: CAST Bylaws Changes 
Former Rules committee Chairperson, Rob Engelhardt: Dr. Ken 
Stier from the College of Applied Science and Technology is 
present tonight to answer any questions you may have about 
the CAST Bylaws. There were two recommendations for changes 
at the last Senate meeting during the information stage. The 
College Council accepted one and rejected the other. The 
Rules Committee reviewed the CAST Bylaws Changes and they 
are consistent with the ISU Constitution. 
:XIII-89 Motion to approve the CAST Bylaws Changes by Young (Second, 
Shimkus). 
Dr. Ken stier: At the last meeting Dr. Zeidenstein brought up 
a couple of items. The College of Applied Science and Tech-
nology Executive Committee met and decided to change Article IV, 
section 5, "student members will be elected by students." 
The other suggested change in Article VI, section 2, last para-
graph, where it reads: "The Executive Committee, in consultation 
with the Dean, shall prepare the agenda for each Council meeting 
and shall perform such other functions as the Council assigns to 
it." which Dr. Zeidenstein thought conflicted with Article VII, 
section 6: "There shall be no limits on the subjects open to 
discussion by the Council." The CAST Council found no conflict 
here, because the Executive Committee meets every other week and 
sets the Agenda for the College Council Meetings. On Page 8, 
Article VIII, Section 4. E. Academic Programs. "The Dean, 
with the advisement of the College Council, shall be responsible 
for the formulation and periodic review of an academic plan for 
the College, which charts the direction of the future academic 
plans and programs." Dr. Zeidenstien suggested using the word 
"advice," instead of "advisement," but after careful considera-
tion, the College Council though that advisement better suited 
their purposes. 
Article IX, Section 1., last paragraph: "Amendments to this 
document may be initiated by a petition signed by ten percent of 
the students currently enrolled in the College or ten percent of 
the Faculty of the College •.••• " This would represent sixteen 
faculty members or 300 students, which we felt was representative 
of the College. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: The only change was in Article V, section 
4, "students shall be elected by students." 
Senator Zeidenstein: On the last page, my point on the 10% 
voting for the referendum was that potentially a very small 
number of faculty and stUdents could approve a change. 
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XX~iI-89)vote on CAST Bylaws Changes carried. 
INFORMATION ITEMS 
1. Rules committee: Bluebook Changes 
Former Rules Committee Chairperson Rob Engelhardt: Last Fall, 
the Senate received a letter from Joe Goleash, University Legal 
Counsel, about problems with the Athletic Council Bylaws as they 
were worded in the Bluebook. Apparently he has written this same 
letter to the Rules Committee every year. We began our investi-
gation of the Blue Book by looking at the Athletic Council, and 
discovered that there were problems with wording in several of 
the various external committees. Dr. Young headed up some 
changes and brought them back to the Rules Committee. The Rules 
Committee is proposing the changes at this time. 
Senator Young: You have the letter before you, Senate Communica-
tion number 3.13.92.1, entitled "Bluebook Changes." First of 
all, I would remind senators how we staff committees. There are 
three types of committees in the Senate Bluebook, that are exter-
nal standing committees of the Academic Senate. Both of those 
are listed on the very last paragraph at the beginning of the 
proposal. They are also listed on the back. The list starts 
with Academic Standards and goes down to University Forum. If 
you look at the Minutes of the March 25th Senate Meeting, page 
18, you will see the nature of the action the Senate takes. It 
is an action to approve a list of recommendations for faculty 
appointments to the external committees that comes from the 
Rules Committee. This is a job that is essentially delegated 
to the Rules Committee by the Executive Committee, who under 
the Constitution is responsible for recommending to the Academic 
Senate members for prospective committee appointments. The 
language in the Constitution is that the Senate "review and 
confirm" these appointments; similar to the advice and consent 
of the Senate that is at a little higher level than us. In 
any case, that is the bulk of the committees, and that is what 
we did last time. The second way is for a Senate committee 
if they have constitutional status, namely Academic Freedom 
Committee and Faculty Ethics and Grievance Committee -- in those 
cases nominations from departments are forwarded to the Executive 
Committee who recommends to the Senate nominations for election. 
You have a list of those nominations before you tonight, and 
those committee elections will take place on April 22nd. As you 
can see, that list shows a problem in this whole process, namely 
it is not an easy job to get good people who are willing to serve 
on these committees. The third type of committee is the type of 
committee in which the membership is set by the committee bylaws. 
The Rules Committee has no role with regard to appointments. 
That is the background. The proposal to change the Bluebook 
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would accurately reflect what the Senate has been doing and bring 
it in conformance with the Constitution. 
Senator Walker: The proposal is to replace the words "nominate 
and elect" with "review and confirm." 
Senator Young: If you turn to the back side, the phrase is 
always "nominated and elected." We are suggesting that this 
be replaced by "reviewed and confirmed." 
Senator Walker: My question is, if the Senate fails to "confirm" 
a nominee, what happens? 
Senator Young: The Senate's advice would go to the Executive 
Committee and the Executive Committee would send it back to the 
Rules Committee. I think the problem is that we don't want to 
single out one particular individual on a particular committee. 
Senator Walker: I think this would do that very thing. The 
role of the Senate is to look at particular nominees and make 
recommendations for appointments or elections. 
Senator Young: There is nothing here to say that we cannot 
debate an individual. 
Senator Walker: If we fail to confirm an individaul, what 
happens? 
Chairperson Schmaltz: I would presume that person would not 
be on the committee. 
Senator Walker: The words "nominate and elect" are very clear. 
If you say "review and confirm" -- what happens if the Senate 
does not confirm? It is not very clear. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: The Chair would have to rule that they 
are not on the committee. It would be up to the Rules Committee 
to either come back with another candidate or come back with the 
same candidate and argue for confirmation. 
Senator Walker: On the next page, under Item 2, it lists 
different committees that "nominate and elect" which would be 
changed. So, the Senate currently nominates people for these 
committees. 
Senator Young: Yes, but that's not what we do. That is the 
exact opposite. If that is what the Senate wants to do, then 
that is fine with me. We then have to do things a little 
differently. 
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senator Walker: The Rules committee brings forward these names 
of people for nominations. They send out questionnaires to 
individuals, and they receive names of people who are interested 
in serving on a committee. People rank 1, 2, 3 on a committee 
Preference Form, and the Rules committee out of that group of 
individuals, nominates individuals to the Senate, and that is how 
we elect people for committees. 
Senator Young: The argument that you made is essentially the 
argument that I also made, except that is not the language that 
is used in the constitution. 
Senator Walker: But, it is the language that is used in the 
Senate Bylaws and the Bluebook. 
Senator Young: But the Bluebook and the Bylaws come under the 
Constitution. 
Senator Hesse: What would change if we followed absolutely to 
the letter what is in the Bluebook? 
Senator Young: The major thing that would happen is the nature 
of the motion. We would first have to have a motion to nominate, 
and approve that. And then we would have to have the election. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: If we pass the changes to review and 
confirm, a senator on the floor of the senate would not be free 
to nominate anyone. That is the big difference. 
Senator Young: That is why I answered Senator Walker that 
if there wasn't any debate on a nomination, then it would go 
back to the Executive Committee and the Rules Committee. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: If you review and confirm, then you don't 
add additional nominees. 
Senator Young: I think the purpose of that in the Constitution 
was to expedite the work of the Senate. Some people were here 
when the Constitution was written. It was to try to avoid 
politization of committee appointments. 
Senator Zeidenstein: If all of the proposed word changes were 
adopted, for all of the committees no one would be allowed to 
make nominations from the floor. Is that accurate? 
Senator Young: Yes. 
Senator Zeidenstein: You cited in your memo, and verbally 
tonight, one section of the Constitution. When you look at 
the Constitution, are you familiar with Article v. Section 1. 
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Academic Senate, D. Functions: "The Executive Committee of 
the Academic Senate shall serve to expedite the business of 
University governance ...... by recommending faculty and students 
and administration members of all University committees which are 
subject to review and confirmation by the Academic Senate," 
You were aware of that? 
Senator Young: Yes. 
Senator Zeidenstein: And, were you aware that number nine under 
functions states: "Standing Committees shall be established by 
bylaws of the Senate which shall delineate the composition of 
and establish procedures of each committee." You were aware of 
that? 
Senator Young: Yes. 
Senator Zeidenstein: Would you interpret that section nine 
as saying, "the bylaws of the Senate as written by the Senate 
would determine the composition of each committee and how they 
are nominated and elected?" 
Senator Zeidenstein: At least it is delineated in two separate 
sections of the Constitution. 
Senator Young: No. 
Senator Zeidenstein: If we look at the one section of the 
Constitution which you cited from to refer to an obligation 
of the Executive Committee to expedite the work of the Senate 
by review and confirmation -- when you saw that wording in 
the Constitution, and you saw the different wording used quite 
consistently in the Bylaws. 
Senator Young: The wording in nine does not specifically 
address election. The wording talks about composition and 
procedure, but not election. 
Zeidenstein: I am not on that point anymore. My question at 
this time is when you saw what appears to be an apparent con-
tradiction or inconsistency between the Bluebook, the Bylaws, 
and the Constitution: and you looked at all these inconsistencies 
in the Bluebook: and you realized that the Bylaws were passed by 
a two-thirds vote: did your committee consider a simple recommen-
dation to amend the Constitution as opposed to making wholesale 
changes in the Bluebook? 
Senator Young: Yes we did. Our judgment was that the Constitu-
tion took precedence over the Bluebook. We also felt that the 
Constitution was a more difficult document to change. It 
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requires Board of Regents' approval, for example. 
Senator Zeidenstein: You opted to make all these changes in the 
Bluebook rather than one simple change in the Constitution? 
Senator Young: Yes. 
Senator Walker: Review and confirm doesn't carry the same power 
that nominate and elect does. We can now nominate from the 
floor. with the wording review and confirm, my question is still 
what happens if the Senate fails to confirm a nominee? Does it 
go back to the Executive Committee and then back to the Rules 
Committee? 
Chairperson Schmaltz: I can't understand what is unclear, or 
what your concern is. It is up to the Executive Committee to 
put those nominations on the Senate Agenda. The Rules Committee 
brings those nominations to the Executive Committee, who puts 
those on the Agenda. It would be up to the Executive Committee 
to choose not to put a slate or a name on the agenda. 
Senator Walker: Could Article V. Section 2. D. in the Constitu-
tion -- "review and confirm" refer to the Executive committee? 
Chairperson Schmaltz: I don't understand what you are talking 
about. 
Senator Walker: The Constitution reads: Article V. section 2. 
D. Functions "The Executive Committee of the Academic Senate 
shall serve to expedite the business of University governance by 
establishing the place and time and agenda for all meetings of 
the Academic Senate, by recommending faculty and students and 
administration members of all University committees which are 
subject to review and confirmation by the Academic Senate," 
Could this refer just to the Executive Committee of the Senate? 
Chairperson Schmaltz: It says, "by the Academic Senate." 
Senator Walker: Why did the Rules Committee not bring changes 
for the Athletic Council? 
Senator Young: They did. Under Item 2 on the back of the memo, 
Athletic Council is the second committee listed. Number four 
is a change for Council on University Studies. If you look at 
the wording in the Blue Book, there is no time limit for any 
of those people. Those people serve forever. 
Senator Walker: Are you also aware if we adopt change two, 
that we will have to go back and change the way we elect 
people to the Athletic Council. 
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Senator Young: No we won't. If you read the Minutes that we 
just approved, Athletic Council is listed among the other 
committees just like all the other committees. 
Senator Walker: These were nominations which the Senate 
approved. Isn't that electing? 
Chairperson Schmaltz: Practically, what the Rules Committee 
is trying to do is get the language in line with the procedure. 
Those nominations carne in, it was the Rules Committee that 
nominated those people. 
Senator Walker: But, we could have nominated someone else 
from the floor of the Senate, if we wished to do so? 
Chairperson Schmaltz: Yes. And that is the big change. 
If you vote to support these changes and it passes, the 
Senate is giving up its right to nominate from the floor. 
Senator Walker: Where will the nominations corne from if 
this change passes. 
Senator Young: From the Rules Committee. They get the 
nominees in exactly the same way as they get nominations 
for other internal Senate Committees. The faculty are 
polled with a Committee Preference Form which they return. 
Frequently there are more openings than there are preferences. 
On the basis of that polling, the Rules Committee attempts 
to come up with a good slate. For the Athletic Council, we 
spoke with Chairperson William Tolone. He was very concerned 
about appointments to the Athletic council, mainly that some 
of the people that we approved for that committee found it 
difficult to participate. The committee meets at 7:00 a.m. 
on Monday mornings. He asked the Rules Committee to attempt 
to check into that and make sure that the people knew the meeting 
time and that they work long and hard. The Rules Committee 
checked this out. The Rules committee is more than happy to 
get good candidates for committees from the preference forms, 
but if Academic Senators think they have a good candidate to 
nominate, they could forward a name to us. All the help that we 
can get is acceptable. 
Senator Walker: Then the Rules Committee will be the one who 
will be electing who will serve on these committees. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: I think that is over-simplifying. The 
Rules Committee will bring nominees to the floor of the Senate. 
It will be the job of the Senate to review and confirm those 
nominees? 
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Senator Walker: If the Senate fails to confirm those nominees, 
it will go back to Rules Committee, and they will bring back 
new people. Could they bring forth the same nominees. 
Senator Young: I think most of us have an ACT above average. 
We catch on pretty quick. We are not going to beat our heads 
against the wall for one committee appointment. 
Senator Walker: Right now the Senate elects. I am concerned 
about the ramifications of the wording "review and confirm" as 
opposed to "nominate and elect." They have drastically differ-
ent meanings. 
Senator Zeidenstein: This applies to the first paragraph under 
"Proposed Changes in Blue Book." The Rules Committee does talk 
about two different modes of choosing committee members: review 
and confirm, and then near the end, five lines up, it refers to: 
"For committee members elected by the Academic Senate, nomina-
tions are made according to the procedures for each committee as 
prescribed in this document." Which of our committees are we 
to review and confirm, and which of our external committees would 
be nominated and elected by the Senate? 
senator Young: Those committees would be Academic Freedom 
Committee and Faculty Ethics and Grievance Committee which are 
called for under the ISU Constitution. They are a different 
category of committee. 
Senator Zeidenstein: If a committee is mentioned in the Consti-
tution, its members are elected one way and if an external 
committee is not mentioned in the Constitution, then all members 
of the committee must be reviewed and confirmed rather than 
nominated and elected. 
senator Young: Not really. As I said there are three types of 
external committees, and some of them are all ex officio. 
Senator Zeidenstein: 
Senator Young: No. 
so please. 
External committees of the Senate? 
You can choose to nominate and elect if you 
2. Academic Affairs Committee Presentation of 
Vision statement for strategic Plan 
Senator Ritt, Former Chair of Academic Affairs Committee: I 
would like to clarify for new senators: the legal status of 
this document is that it is not a Senate document. It does 
not come from a Senate committee. It was written by a Task 
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Force appointed by the President. The Senate looked at the 
document at his request, and it has gone under several revisions 
as a result of a Sense of the Senate resolution. The Academic 
Affairs Committee sent recommendations to the task force for 
revisions. This is the final response of the task force to the 
Senate. The Strategic Plan would carry more influence if it 
was approved by the Academic Senate. I don't think the Senate 
needs to vote it up or down. Senator Paul Walker served on the 
Academic Affairs Committee that reviewed this, and Dr. Catherine 
Batsche is present and provided the most updated copy of the 
document. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: will you at some point in time be asking 
the Senate to approve the Vision Statement? What is the role 
of the Senate in this? 
Senator Ritt: Yes. The Academic Affairs Committee will bring 
it forward for action at the next Senate Meeting. That is our 
present intention. Regardless of the changes in the document, 
it will benefit the University to approve it. 
Senator Ken Strand: Why does this document fall under Academic 
Affairs Committee rather than the Rules Committee? 
Senator Ritt: The original Sense of the Senate Resolution 
committed it to the Academic Affairs Committee. 
Senator Walker: The original motion was passed at the April 25, 
1992 Academic Senate Meeting, and read: 
"It is the Sense of the Senate that the Executive 
Committee of the Senate be directed to forward the 
"Illinois State University Vision Statement, Final 
Draft," to the Academic Affairs Committee of the 
Senate; further, that the Executive Committee direct 
the Academic Affairs Committee to prepare, for sub-
mission to the Senate during the month of October, 
1990, recommendations for possible revision and 
for Senate approval of the "Vision statement." 
The Academic Affairs Committee took this into consideration. 
They did collect input from every college and vice presidential 
unit in the strategic plan. They took that material and 
drafted a set of recommendations and President Wallace reconvened 
the Strategic Planning Committee, a subcommittee looked at the 
Senate recommendations and made some changes and opted not to 
change some things. What you have before you tonight is the 
subcommittee's final draft of the Vision statement for the 
Senate to approve. This wasn't a policy of this body, but 
the contents of it will either be supported or not supported 
by a vote of the Senate. 
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COMMUNICATIONS 
Senator Thompson introduced a non-senator, student Jenny Duffy, 
who wished to address the Senate. There were no objections. 
Jenieve Duffy: Thank you for recognizing this issue, Senator 
Thompson. We encountered too much difficulty in getting any of 
the student senators to give us the floor. It is inconceivable 
that such things as student involvement and concern for the 
issues directly affecting students would not be aided by other 
students. It is not our wish to divide this university, but 
rather to galvanize efforts against the financial ignorance of 
state funding for higher education. 
Every person in this room is well aware of the dismal priority 
that Illinois state University receives in the financial 
hierarchy of Illinois. I am here tonight with several of my 
colleagues for two reasons: first of all, to alert the Academic 
Senate to the steps that many members of the student body, 
independent of elected student leadership, are taking to increase 
government funding. Secondly, we would like to publicly offer a 
plan of action to be implemented by this Senate and by the stu-
dent Body Board of Directors. 
The first item we would like to bring to your attention is a 
letter addressed to Governor Edgar that I will read shortly. 
Several of us wrote this letter to be sent to his office as an 
extension of Delta Sigma pi's successful letter writing campaign. 
Chris LaBounty, the author of the Delta Sigma pi letter, encour-
aged us to use statistics gathered by the business fraternity to 
add weight to our petition. We will be sending the copies of our 
letter individually through the mail, with twenty or more signa-
tures per copy. It reads as follows: 
"Illinois state University 
The Honorable James Edgar 
Governor of Illinois 
207 State House 
Springfield, IL. 62706 
Dear Governor Edgar, 
As students at Illinois State University, we are alarmed at the 
low priority that higher education and Illinois State University 
in particular receive in the financial hierarchy of Illinois. 
Since 1980 Illinois state University's tax support per student 
has decreased by twenty percent, or $687 per student. The re-
sults have been detrimental to the quality of education available 
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at ISU. You recently received thousands of letters from disen-
chanted ISU students through our business fraternity, Delta Sigma 
Pi, which quoted the following statistics: 
---ISU has the largest student/teacher ratio of 
all state universities 
---The ISU faculty (which has not had a sufficient 
raise in many years) is subjected to larger 
teaching loads than any other state-school faculty 
---Between 1980 and 1989 ISU received the lowest 
percent increase in general revenue appropriation 
per student 
---ISU students, facing ever-increasing tuition, 
have had to return $410,000 in state grant funds 
this year. That is an average of $76 payback per 
student. 
This year, each department has been forced to make SUbstantial 
and deleterious cutbacks in spending, resulting in the loss of 
student jobs, the reduction of University Studies classes re-
quired to graduate, a further increase in the student/teacher 
ratio, and the need to consolidate small courses into lesser-
quality lecture halls. These factors combine to lower the 
standard of education at ISU. 
with decreases in state funding it is becoming harder for low-
income and middle-income stUdents to attend college at all . Soon 
higher education in Illinois will be available only to the upper 
class. You have a significant constituency within the college 
communities in this state (over 20,000 students and 40,000 par-
ents at ISU alone) and you will be happy to know that plans for 
voter registration drives are well underway. As the multitude of 
correspondence to your office indicates, we will be voting for 
candidates and legislation favoring the financial support of 
higher education. 
Thank you for your time and cooperation--we appreciate any and 
all influence you can extend to the increased funding of higher 
education in Illinois . 
Signed: Students of Illinois State University" 
Yesterday morning I asked the SBBD for their endorsement, hoping 
that support for student action on issues that effects everyone 
in the university would be forthcoming. Tonight we ask that the 
letter be endorsed by the Academic Senate as well. Copies of 
each petition will be sent not only to Springfdield, but also to 
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local representatives and candidates. So far, we have gathered 
between four and five hundred signatures, and we will easily 
obtain several hundred more. 
Since our student leaders have not yet organized student response 
and protested the State budget cuts, we students have taken it 
upon ourselves to outline a feasible plan of action. So far, we 
have received only positive response from students and faculty 
members. I introduced our plan to the SBBO yesterday, and would 
like to highlight its major points now. We want our student 
leaders to take immediate action. They have the resources, the 
proper channels, and the elected position to do much more work 
than we can alone. Here are our suggestions for action: 
1) First and foremost is to make the general population aware 
that these cuts are even happening. Student passivity is condem-
ned, but nothing is done about it. Students can be motivated 
into action by being told truthfully and plainly what will happen 
to them. 
2) Compile and circulate information on candidates and their 
stand for public higher education. Students need to be able to 
make informed decisions, and candidates need to be held account-
able. 
3) Organize voter registration drives to begin in the fall. 
Help create an important and powerful constituency within college 
communities in Illinois. 
4) Organize a public candidate debate to be held here in the 
fall. The candidates can be amde to go on the record with their 
stands on higher education. 
5) The elected student leaders of this university should invite 
student leaders from other universities here for media-covered 
discussions, debates, and information circulation on the funding 
priorities of the State of Illinois. A show of unity will bring 
response. 
As one of my colleagues told me, bad pUblicity is a good motiva-
tor for politicians. If other universities become involved, and 
if the candidates are held accountable for their positions, 
changes will be made. 
The student body will be holding our leaders accountable for 
taking these or any steps. Our initial meeting with the SBBO was 
two weeks ago, and as of yesterday when I met with the SBBO in 
closed session, they had not informed me of any significant steps 
that they had taken. We understand, as they said, that they are 
a new administration and they need time to organize and establish 
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themselves, to "test the waters," so to speak. However, in just 
two weeks, two or three of my friends and I have met several 
times, drafted this letter, introduced it to many classes, met 
with faculty members, and created a viable plan of action. We 
are not an administration at all; we are just frustrated, wor-
ried, and dedicated students who did not stop to test the waters. 
And we are getting things done. Student senators, you have the 
powers of organization and the connections to put action to a 
plan. Use them. If we wait, we lose, but if we act now, we are 
confidant that we can force the government of Illinois to examine 
and re-order its funding priorities. 
The first small step you can take is endorsing this letter. 
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to speak tonight and for 
considering our letter for your endorsement. 
QUESTIONS: 
Senator Hoffmann: I appreciate your motivation. However, we 
just seated new senators tonight and held an election of 
officers. For many of us, this is our first Senate meeting. 
There was talk of a combined letter writing campaign with SBBD. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: 
on this issue. 
The Chair is not going to allow debate 
Senator Rabah: You are requesting students to do something. 
Have you gone to the student newspaper, the Vidette, with this? 
Ms. Duffy: Yes. We have spoken to the editors of the Vidette, 
and are planning an editorial next week. 
Senator Razaki: Do you think that the students leaders and the 
SBBD won't do anything because they are highly republican? 
Senator Hesse: Could we pass a sense of the senate resolution? 
Senator Walker: I have a question before such a proposal is 
introduced. If we are going to propose a resolution that would 
support their request, are we certain that all those facts and 
figures that she stated are factual and correct? 
Ms. Duffy: Yes, they are. 
President Wallace: Did I hear you mention parents? 
Ms. Duffy: Yes I did. We felt that parents of students 
might help influence the legislature. 










Ms. Duffy: No, but we were thinking that would be a good idea. 
Senator White: I would like to communicate to the Senate my 
feelings of warm gratitude to these students for their making 
an effort. I would like to share my confidence in the newly 
elected student senators that they will be active in this effort. 
Senator Ogren: What would be the status of the request that 
Ms. Duffy made of the Senate this evening? 
Chairperson Schmaltz: None. 
Chairperson Schmaltz: At your chairs this evening you received 
a green sheet of nominations for Academic Freedom Committee and 
Faculty Ethics and Grievance Committee elections. The elections 
will take place at the April 22, 1992 Senate meeting. According 
to Senate policy, senators must be informed of candidates one 
meeting in advance of the election. 
COMMITTEE REPORTS 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - No report. 
ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - Senator curtis White, past 
Chair of the Administrative Affairs Committee, reported that they 
were sending to the Executive Committee two proposals: One 
regarding a gender-free language resolution; and one regarding 
the language and makeup of Search Committees. 
BUDGET COMMITTEE - No report. 
FACULTY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - Senator Paul Walker, former Chair 
of the Faculty Affairs Committee, reported several items. 
We received from Dean Aloia of the Graduate School a report on 
university research grants and small grant awards for FY93. A 
copy of that report is on file in the Senate Office. 
The second item that I would like to report on is the status of 
the two Wallace amendments to Change Nine of the ASPT Document 
Changes. We withdrew Change Nine, including those two amend-
ments. Immediately following the Senate Meeting on March 25th, 
the Faculty Affairs Committee met and proposed the following 
motion and approved it: "The Faculty Affairs Committee charges 
the University Review Committee to: (1) Review the two Wallace 
amendments as they are currently worded and report to the Faculty 
Affairs Committee how they would specifically impact the wording 
of the ASPT Policies including the recently approved changes; 
(2) Investigate and report to the Faculty Affairs Committee the 
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ramifications the two amendments would have on the current ASPT 
process~ (3) Determine if there is alternate language for the 
two amendments which would be more appropriate and still maintain 
the intent of the two amendments~ (4) Recommend to the Faculty 
Affairs committee whether the two amendments or the altered 
versions should be accepted by the Faculty Affairs committee 
and presented to the Academic Senate in place of the original 
wording of Change Number Nine. 
The Faculty Affairs Committee also made some suggestions for 
the University Review Committee to consider: Regarding item 
number four (recommendation to FAC): the URC should consider 
whether a survey of faculty opinion regarding the two proposed 
amendments is appropriate. Rather than a complete survey of 
faculty at large, perhaps the URC could ask each of the Depart-
ment chairs to poll their faculty and report the general depart-
ment consensus to the URC. The URC should also consider whether 
it is appropriate to request by letter that Academic Senators 
provide any other amendments pertaining to Change Number Nine 
to the URC which they (senators) are considering proposing on the 
Senate floor. Allowing the URC and subsequently the Faculty 
Affairs Committee to review proposed amendments to Change Number 
Nine will allow the URC and FAC to provide relevant recommenda-
tions regarding the consequences of each proposed amendment if it 
were to be approved by the Senate and will avoid complicated, 
controversial rewrites on the Senate floor regarding such an 
important issue as Change Number Nine. 
There was concern over statements made by Provost Strand at the 
February 26th Senate Meeting by the URC and the FAC. I refer 
to a statement: "with regard to the faculty it has been my 
recommendation and it has been accepted and endorsed by the other 
parties that 2% of this be allocated through the ASPT process, as 
an exception to X.A.I. of the ASPT document if no appropriated 
funds are available for salary increases. What this says, in 
essence, is that X.A.I. does not require that the University 
distribute this money through the ASPT since it is not new appro-
priated funding. But an exception can be made if there is no 
appropriated money available." Subsequently, Provost Strand 
has agreed to meet with Dr. Chris Eisele, Chair of the University 
Review Committee and the Chair of the Faculty Affairs Committee 
to discuss differences in interpretation of section X.A.I. of 
the ASPT document. After that meeting is held, a report on the 
outcome of the discussions will be made to the Academic Senate. 
That will be forwarded to the Senate Office. 
The University Review Committee responded to inquiries from the 
Faculty Affairs Committee concerning the distribution of money 
for salary increases outside the ASPT System: 
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1. The President's/Provost's actions during the Fall, 1991, 
were consistent with X.A.l. in that the funds distributed 
were not FY92 funds allocated for a percentage increase for 
personal services. 
2. The contingency fund that was the source of the salary 
adjustment came from a variety of FY92 budget categories 
in the colleges (personnel, contractual, commodities, equip-
ment, travel). 
3. Deans used different criteria for deciding how to distribute 
equity funds in the Fall, 1991, salary increases. 
4. The ASPT Handbook is unclear on what funds should be dis-
tributed inside or outside the ASPT system. (This ambiguity 
has resulted in concern among the faculty over the source 
and amount of salary increases.) 
The URC Recommendations were: 
1. The attached interpretative memorandum should be reviewed by 
the Senate. Provost Strand, "assumed that this interpretative 
memo would be attached to the minutes of this evening 3/19/86 
and would be available as a monitoring device .... (for X.A.l.) 
(see Senate Minutes 3/19/86, V. X. VII, #12). 
2. The Senate should make recommendations to the administration 
concerning faculty input into decisions about budget priori-
ties when administrative contingency funds are being created. 
3. The Senate, through the Faculty Affairs Committee, should 
consider clarifying the concept of equity adjustments to 
faculty salaries. 
This recommendation is based on increasing confusion about 
the nature of groups created to meet the standards 
established in X.A.l. There are now at least five categor-
ies: (1) Department equity (ASPT X. C.); (2) College 
equity (ASPT II. C.); (3) University-wide equity (ASPT, II. 
D.); (4) Market equity (ASPT, X. C.); and (5) Administrative 
equity (ASPT, X.A.l.). 
4. The Senate should clarify the ambiguity in the ASPT Handbook 
concerning the distribution of equity funds inside or outside 
the ASPT system. The URC believes the methods of distribut-
ing equity funds for salary increased to individuals can be 
clarified through a rewriting of X. C. (ASPT Handbook, p. 23) 
which will identify the type of equity being used and the 
role of the DFSC in the process. The URC also believes 
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additional information concerning salary increases should be 
made available to the Senate, which would require rewriting 
x. A. 4. (ASPT Handbook, page 20). 
These recommendations will be forwarded to the next FAC. 
A request was made of the Faculty Affairs committee last Fall 
(11/12/91) by the Chair of the Art Department to clarify the 
definition of "Administrator" as it pertains to the ASPT Hand-
book. The Faculty Affairs committee asked the University Review 
Committee to respond to questions: (1) to review past decisions 
relating to this issue, (2) to develop an appropriate definition 
for administrator with the same thoroughness that faculty has 
been defined, (3) to clarify what constitutes an administrative 
appointment, (4) to explicitly clarify who is eligible to serve 
on a DFSC and on a CFSC, and (5) to recommend appropriate lan-
guage which clarifies this issue which can be included in the 
ASPT handbook. The answer to these questions will be forwarded 
to the next Faculty Affairs Committee for followup. 
RULES COMMITTEE - No report. 
STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE - No report. 
Adjournment 
XIII-90 Motion to adjourn by Razaki (Second, Touhy) carried on a voice 
vote. Academic Senate adjourned at 9:30 p.m. 
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FOR THE ACADEMIC SENATE 
JAN COOK, SECRETARY 
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COOK P XXIII-82 X 
FOX P XXIII-83 X 
FRYDA EXCUSED XXIII-84 X 
GUROWITZ p XXIII-85 X 
HANSEN P XXIII-86 X 
HARRIS P XXIII-87 X 
HESSE P XXIII-88 X 
HOFFMAN P XXIII-89 X 
KAISER P XXIII-90 X 
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III i nois State University 
Academic Senate 1010 March 17, 1992 
TO: Academic Senate 
FROM: Rob Engelhardt ~~ 
Chairperson ' F· 
Rules Committee 
RE: Administrative Efficiency Report 
Early last Fall the Rules Committee was charged with reviewing 
the Administrative Efficiency Committee Report. All matters 
contained in the report concerning the Academic Senate were 
directed to appropriate internal committees of the Academic 
Senate for investigation. The internal committees researched 
the recommendations of the Administrative Efficiency Committee to 
see if the suggestions were feasible. The Rules Committee used 
this feedback to formulate the following conclusions. 
1. Abolish the Academic computer Advisory Committee as 
recommended by the Administrative Efficiency Committee. 
2. Agree with the Administrative Efficiency Committee's 
recommendation under Academic Planning. 
3. The Academic Affairs Committee should make any changes 
they feel necessary regarding the curriculum process. 
However, not necessarily as recommended by the Admin. 
Efficiency Committee. 
4. The Enrollment Management Committee should be abolished 
as recommended by the Administrative Efficiency Comma 
5. The University Review Committee serves a very important 
function and should remain, contradictory to what the 
Administrative Efficiency Committee recommended. 
6. The Facilities Planning committee should be abolished 
as the Administrative Efficiency Committee recommends, 
transferring all responsibilities to the Administrative 
Affairs Committee of the Academic Senate as outlined in 
the Administrative Efficiency committee Report. 
(See attached list of committee responsibilities) 
7. Agree with the Administrative Efficiency Committee's 
recommendations on paperwork and data collection. 
Note: Conclusions 1, 2, 4, and 7 are not directly related to 
the Academic Senate, but were covered in the report so we chose 
.. to respond. 
Normal-Bloomington, Illinois 
Phone: (309) 438·8735 
ACCEPtED BY ACADEmIC SENAtE 4/8/92 
Normal, Illinois 61761-6901 
Equal Opportunity/ Affirmarive Action Univer5ity 
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The Rules Committee of the Academic Senate 
Academic Affairs 
A response to part of the Administrative Efficiency Report draft 
materials on committees 
The Academic Affairs Committee endorses the efficiency report's recommendations 
to streamline the curricular process. Specifically, we affirm that the department is 
the most knowledgeable unit with respect to its own curriculum. We affirm, 
further, that objections to proposed courses should be based only on one or both of 
the grounds proposed, namely, 1) the department is not competent to offer the 
course or 2) the course significantly overlaps (2/3 or more) an existing course in 
which there is both sufficient excess capacity and a willingness of the existing 
course's department to accept "outside" students. 
Illinois State University 
College of Applied Science and Technology 
Department of Agriculture 5020 




Rob Engelhardt, Chair 
Rules Committee '\(~ . 
Paul Walker, Chair 
Faculty Affairs Committee (FAC) 
Reactions to the Administrative 
Efficiency Report (AETFR) 
The FAC has reviewed the Administrative Efficiency Task Force Report (AETFR) 
as it concerns the committee structure of the Uni versity. Dean Gol dfarb, 
chair of the AETFR, addressed the FAC on one occasion as did Dr. Eisele, 
chair of the University Review Committee (URC). As a result the FAC is 
offering reaction only to the Faculty Staff Status section of the report found 
on pages 9-13. The AETFR offers 6 recommendations which affect the FAC. 
These 6 recommendations are: 
1. Abolish the University Review Committee. Assign the ASPT calendar, 
the occasional equity reviews, and minor revision of the ASPT 
policies and procedures to the Faculty Affairs Committee of the 
Senate. Establish a time table on which the Senate will appoint 
an ad hoc committee to conduct a major review of ASPT policies to 
recommend major revisions -- perhaps every 5 to 8 years. 
2. Eliminate the requirement that CFSC policies should be reviewed 
annually. Such policies should be reviewed only if the University 
ASPT policies change or if the CFSC policies change. Otherwise, 
once approved, policies should stand. Such reviews should be 
conducted by the Faculty Affairs Committee and reported to the 
Provost. 
3. Eliminate the requirement that department FSC policies be reviewed 
each year. Such reviews ~hould occur whenever the CFSC policies 
change or whenever an individual department changes its policies. 
Otherwise, once approved, policies should stand. Such reviews 
should be conducted by the CFSC as now done. 
Normal-Bloomington, Illinois 
Phone: 309/438-5654 
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action University 
150 Turner Hall 
Normal, Illinois 61761-6901 
4. Because it is intended that the same issue be heard only by Ethics 
or Academic Freedom, the Faculty Affairs Committee should review 
the wording to assure that that occurs. Present wording officially 
gives exclusive jurisdiction in Academic Freedom matters to Academic 
Freedom and jurisdiction over other issues to Ethics. 
5. The original intent was to require the presentation of academic 
freedom cases in writing with the hearing providing additional 
supporting testimony. The hearing was intended to be optional 
and the presumption was that the hearing would not take place as 
a matter of course and as a fishing expedition. The Faculty Affairs 
Committee should review the wording to assure clarity in these 
matters. 
As a result of our review of the AETFR recommendation the FAC has three 
recommendations of its own. These three recommendations are: 
1. The FAC recommends that the University Review Committee (URC) be 
maintained in its present form. 
2. The FAC recommends that the requirement for CFSC policies to be 
reviewed annually should be maintained. 
3. The FAC recommends that the requirement for DFSC policies to be 
reviewed annually should be maintained. 
Regarding FAC recommendation No. 1 we offer the following narrative. The FAC 
agrees that the responsibility of developing the ASPT calendar could be 
subsumed by the FAC itself and if this were the only function of the URC the 
FAC would agree that the URC could be abolished. However, the AETFR was not 
completely correct in its analysis of the responsibilities and time 
involvement of the URC. The AETFR was correct in its citing of the four major 
functions of the URC which include 1) setting the ASPT calendar, 2) making 
changes in the ASPT system, 3) reviewing CFSC policies for consistency with 
University policies, and 4) recommending equity adjustment procedures. 
However, in addition to these four functions the URC also has several other 
functions which the AETFR failed to consider. These additional functions 
include responding to numerous questions from faculty, department chairs, and 
college deans regarding correct interpretation of the ASPT Handbook. The 
equity review process (cited as function four in the AETFR) is a 2 year 
process in itself. Equity review is done whenever there appears to be a need 
for a more stable change. Consequently, the URC requires a stable committee 
membership to insure some consistency. The membership of the FAC is not as 
stable as is the membership of the URC. URC membership is for 3 years. 
Members may serve for 2 successive terms and membership rotation is staggered 
so there is some degree of continuity. FAC membership is for one year and a 
senator may not serve on the FAC for more than two successive years. 
Therefore, shifting URC responsibility to the FAC would not be more effective. 
In addition, the functions carried out by the URC are substantially more 
complex (not necessarily more complicated) than the AETFR suggests. 
The fact is, the URC serves as a "research" and "investigation" committee for 
the FAC regarding ASPT issues. The URC, because of its more stable committee 
membership, is more knowledgeable on most issues relating to the ASPT process. 
The FAC does not believe the AETFR's recommendation to review the ASPT 
policies once every 5-8 years by an ad hoc committee is a sound 
recommendation. Circumstances may arise (and have arisen in the past) that 
necessitate a review or change in University ASPT policies more often than 
once every 5-8 years. Using an ad hoc committee could be a very cumbersome 
process from several standpoints - membership, education of the membership 
regarding ASPT policies (who would do the education), etc. To review the ASPT 
policies only one every 5-8 years would be a monumental task and could create 
a chance for serious errors in judgment to occur depending on several factors 
of the moment. The opportunity of constant review does allow for change to be 
slower and more responsible. 
It should be noted that the URC is one of those few committees specified by 
the Illinois State University Constitution. Article III. Section 6, C. 
(bottom of page 11). "The Academic Senate shall adopt legislation which shall 
provide for a University Review Committee to recommend detailed policies on 
the handling of faculty appointment, promotion, salary and tenure matters with 
such policies being approved by the Academic Senate." The fact that the URC 
is explicitly called for in the Constitution signifies the importance of this 
committee. To abolish the URC would require a change in the ISU Constitution. 
Regarding AETFR recommendations No. 2 and No.3, it is the opinion of the FAC 
that the requirement for CFSC's and DFSC's to annually review their policies 
is a wise requirement. History shows that most colleges make at least one 
minor change each year and that most colleges make substantial changes once 
every two years to their ASPT policies. To insure faculty participation in 
the ASPT process the opportunity for yearly review is extremely important if 
for no other reason than to serve as a means to educate faculty on the ASPT 
process itself. The fact that CFSC's and DFSC's are required to annually 
review their policies does not necessarily require an extensive time 
commitment. Individual faculty status committees may choose not to 
extensively review their policies and a decision to do so may only take 30 
minutes or less. Nonetheless it is important that individual faculty status 
committees have the right to review (or not review) their policies annually. 
Consequently, a desirable mechanism to insure that right is an annual review 
requirement. 
In regards to the first three recommendations of the AETFR which pertain to 
the FAC, it is the FAC opinion that efficiency without effectiveness is the 
wrong approach. What does efficiency mean? Is it efficiency (effectiveness) 
or just streamlining? Streamlining may not be more efficient. The FAC 
recognizes that often times reducing the number of people with over sight 
decreases the number of people with concern for an issue. Streamlining the 
ASPT process by abolishing the URC and eliminating annual CFSC and DFSC 
reviews does not insure greater efficiency, i.e., effectiveness. 
The FAC concurs with the recommendations number 4 and 5 of the AETFR. 
Accordingly during the spring 1992 semester the FAC will undertake a review of 
the Academic Freedom Committee Policies and Procedures Handbook and the 
Faculty Ethics and Grievance Committee Policies and Procedures Handbook to 
insure that wording clarity exists regarding jurisdiction without overlapping 
in each handbook. In addition, the FAC will review the Academic Freedom 
Handbook to assure clarity exists regarding correct procedure for establishing 
a "hearing committee." 
The FAC disagrees with recommendation number 6 of AETFR. It would not be a 
more efficient nor a more effective process for the FAC to provide an 
orientation program to acquaint the Academic Freedom and Faculty Ethics and 
Grievance Committees with the ASPT process. The most efficient process would 
involve each respective "old" committee to provide an orientation program for 
each "new" committee. The orientation program should also involve more than just an education of the ASPT process. Actually, this is another justification to maintain the URC, i.e., to provide expert opinion in matters 
relating to the ASPT process. As the oversight committee for the Academic 
Freedom and Faculty Ethics and Grievance Committees the FAC will meet with the 
chairs of these two committees during the Spring 1992 semester to discuss this 
issue. 
PW:mb 
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Deadlines for receipt by Graduate Curriculum Committee: 
New Programs - September 1, two years prior to anticipated implementation date. 
All other curriculum proposals - September 1 of each year for inclusion in the catalog 
of the following year. 
Number ~ copies required: 
New Programs - For original submission to the Graduate Curriculum Committee, 
six (6) copies are required. After approval by the Curriculum 
Committee, an additional" 15 copies will be required, to include the 
Graduate Council. After approval by the Council, the Academic Senate 
requires 55 copies. 
All other curriculum proposals -- submit six (6) copies. 
Proposed Action: 
COURSES 
1. New--follav Guidelines of Graduate Curriculum Committee for 400 and 500 level 
courses. 
2. Deletion of course 
--- 3. Change i11 course level 
4. Change 111 credit hours. 





Summarize below ~ provide rationale 
~ separate sheet. 
PROGRAMS 
x 1. New-follow NEPR format. NOTE: Program approval does uot (a) Number of courses within program 13' ) ccnmote course approval. Courses 
(b) What course level? ___________ ) must be approved on an individual 
basu. 
___ 2. Change 111 requirements for degree. ) SUDIIIUlrize below !!! provide rationale 
___ 3. Other program revisions. ~ separate sheet. 
Summary ~ proposed action: Include title of course or program; provide exact catalog 
copy, including number and semester for new course. 
Professional Public Relations Sequence 
Routing ~ proposal ~ approval ~~~~~j 
Date ~~ il.o 
Date IO~~izv 
Dato! fv L;;'! L.l. 0 
Department Chairperson _~~------~~~~~~~~~~~ __ --~.---
College 
College Dean ____ ~~~~~~~~ ________________________________ __ 
Date a /~t L2L r / Graduate Dean ~~~~~----~~--~------~~---------------------12 
REQUEST FOR APPROVAL OF A PROFESSIONAL PUBLIC RELATIONS SEQUENCE 
IN THE COMMUNICATION MAJOR 
1. Institution: Illinois state University 
2. Responsible College: Graduate College 
3. Proposed Sequence Title: Professional Public Relations 
4. Previous Sequence Title: NA 
5. Date of Implementation: Fall, 1992 
6. Description of the Proposed Sequence: 
The Department of Communication currently offers a 32 hour Master's 
degree in Communication. This program provides a broad exposure to 
the field of Communication and prepares students for further study 
in Communication, careers in Communication Education, 
Organizational Communication, and Consulting. The proposed 
sequence differs from the existing program in several important 
respects. 
First, the proposed sequence is designed as a terminal degree for 
practicing public relations professionals. Admissions will be 
limited to individuals with a minimua of two years of profesaional 
experience related to public relations and appropriate 
undergraduate degree. 
Second, the sequence would consist of 39 hours of coursework. 
Unlike the existing 32 hour program, thesis and coaprehensive 
examination options would not be offered. ' 
Third, the proposal reflects a structured curriculua designed for 
public relations rather than a broad exposure to the Co .. unication 
discipline. Four courses would be required in the new sequence 
while only two courses are required in the current curriculua. 
Finally, as a professional sequence, the proposal reflects a heavy 
reliance on 400 level courses. The existing Master's program 
requires a minimua of 15 hours of 400 level credit. The sequence 
includes only 3 300-level courses, effectively doubling the minimum 
number of 400-level bourse 
Catalog Copy: 
Professional Public Relations Sequence 
--39 hours in communication required 
--Required Courses: COM 422, 478, 492, 497 
--27 hours of electives selected from COM 303, 355, 371, 400, 424, 
433, 434, 435, 436, 460, 485, 494, 495. Up to nine hours of 
electives in related disciplines may be applied toward this degree. 
This is a professional sequence designed for individuals with a 
minimum of two years of work related experience. 
7. Rationale for the Proposal 
This rationale will discuss reasons for: A) offering a Master's 
sequence in Public Relations; B) taking the sequence to Chicago; 
and, C) using Illinois State University's Department of 
Communication. 
Public Relations is the most rapidly growing field of 
specialization in Communication. The Occupational outlook Handbook 
(1989) states that employment of Public Relations workers is 
expected to increase much faster than the average for all 
occupations through the year 2000. John Hill, (founder of Hill and 
Knowl ton, the world's largest Public Relations consul ting 
organization), predicts that the demand for entry-level positions 
in Public Relations is expected to increase by 7 % a year 
throughout this century 
Citing the U.S. Department of Labor Statistics, 1984 through 1995, 
New York Times Magazine (october 14, 1984) indicated that there 
will be an increase of 26,000 new Public Relations positions in the 
United states. This represents an expansion of approximately 29% 
wi thin the profession. Another forecast for the nation suggests an 
increase of 70,000 new Public Relations position. between 1982 and 
1995 (Public Relations Society of America). 
Relative to trends for women and minorities, Rea W. Smith (a 
founder of the Public Relations Society of America) indicates that 
"employment opportunities in Public Relations are excellent and 
will continue to be favorable for many years to come • • • there is 
less prejudice against women in Public Relations than in many 
business fields • • • (there is a) crying need for black talent in 
Public Relations.· Ms. Smith estimates that there are 35,000 
qualified Public Relations practitioners, with a need for 10,000 
more and says that new entry-level people will need formal and 
specific higher education in the profession. 
Graduate education has been recognized as an iaportant professional 
development tool within the field of PRo The Public Relations 
Society of America in 1989 approved a requirement for continuing 
professional development in order to maintain accreditation. PRSA, 
wi th approximately 14,000 members is the largest professional 
membership organization for PRo About 25% of the members of PRSA 
are accredited. Securing an advanced degree automatically qualifies 
an individual for continuing accreditation. Also credit earning 
courses count toward continuing accreditation. 
Further, Public Relations professionals have identified Illinois 
among the geographic regions possessing the greatest need for new 
graduates (Public Relations News, 1/25/82). Illinois is the third 
largest job market in the nation for Public Relations 
professionals. As one might expect, much of the Public Relations 
activity in the state is centered in Chicago. 
Illinois state Uni versi ty is the only public uni versi ty in the 
state that currently offers an undergraduate degree in PR. We have 
developed the largest concentration of faculty and resources for PR 
education and research wi thin the state of Illinois. Only one 
additional course will need to be added to the existing curriculum 
to facilitate the new program. 
The quality of the graduate program and faculty in Communication 
have been recognized nationally. Articles in Communication 
Education (1988) and ACA Bulletin (1979) have identified ISU 
faculty among the top fifty programs nationally in terms of 
quantity of articles published in selected Communication journals. 
Another Communication Education (1988) article identified ISU as 
among the top five Master's programs among approximately fifty 
programs identified in the Midwest. At least seven faculty have 
received awards for teaching or research. 
For these reasons, the ISU Department of Communication was asked by 
the Chicago Chapter of the Public Relations Society of America,to 
develop this degree option. In their view, of all the public and 
private universities in the state, ISU is best qualified to provide 
this sequence. 
The proposed sequence is consistent with both university and 
college vision statements. Relevant aspects of the University 
Vision statement include themes to provide superior graduate 
education in selected areas and to promote cultural and public 
service programs. Relevant themes from the college vision statement 
include encouraging technological progress, economic development, 
and social planning within the region and beyond and developing 
creative leadership for the administration and management of public 
and private enterprise.s for the 21st century. 
8. Expected Impact of Proposal on Existing Campus Programs and 
Administrative Support Services 
The major direct impact of the proposed sequence will fallon the 
Department of Communication. Because of the lack of offerings at 
other universities and the large number of professionals with needs 
for education it is anticipated that demand for the sequence will 
be large. Accordingly, the Department of Communication will supply 
faculty for the courses to meet the demand as long as it persists. 
Faculty will teach in this sequence in addition to their regular 
duties. 
The major indirect impact of the proposed sequence lies in the 
ramifications of regular, structured contact between ISU Department 
of Communication faculty and Chicago-area Public Relations 
professionals. Ini tially, this should provide additional off-
campus student internship opportunities for undergraduate 
Communication majors. Second, these contacts should assist 
Department of Communication graduates in finding employment. 
Finally, we see the potential for in-class speakers, presentations 
to student organizations (such as the ISU chapter of the Public 
Relations Student Society of America) , and professional 
participants in student events such as Communication Week. 
9. Expected Curricular Changes and Impact of Proposed Curricular 
Changes: 
One new course would need to be added to the department curriculum: 
a capstone course for the 39 hour option: 
COM 478 Case Studies in Public Relations 
30 hrs of COM req. 
Application of theory and research to the analysis of Public 
Relations cases. 
The 39 hour option would require more coursework than the 
traditional 32 hour program. However, the indirect faculty load 
would be much less than in the traditional program. 
In the traditional program 3 faculty are required to participate as 
a committee in the advisement and evaluation functions associated 
with the comprehensive exam and thesis options. For many faculty 
this represents a substantial time commitment that is not directly 
compensated or reflected in their load report. 
In the proposed sequence all faculty will be available to advise 
students about specific courses. However, one faculty member will 
be designated as a formal advisor and will be paid by the program 
to fulfill this function. with no thesis or comprehensive exams, 
this should not be an unmanageable. Resources for this are built 
into the overhead costs of the sequence. 
10. Anticipate Staffing Arrangements: 
No new faculty are needed to deliver this sequence. Courses will 
be taught by ISU graduate faculty members. 
11. Anticipated Funding Needs and Sources 
ISU faculty teaching in the sequence will teach on an overload 
basis and will be paid from the revenues it generates. The Chicago 
chapter of the Public Relations Society of America will collect 
revenues for the sequence and will contract with individual faculty 
members for specific courses. 
12. Anticipated Space Needs and Plans to House the New Sequence 
Since the sequence is offered in chicago, no new space is needed. 
~~~@ liJiIllLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY 
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March 5, 1992 
CAST By-laws 
i 
An election ,.;as held by the College of Applied Science and 
Technology to approve changes in the College By-laws. Listed 
below are the results of the election: 
Yes, I approve of the CAST By-Law changes ____ ,_3_9~ __ (votes) 
No, I do not approve of the CAST By-Law changes 3 o' (votes) 
-----------"-
TOTAL BALLOTS CAST: 
CAST Elections Committee: 
Myrna Garner, Chair 
Leonard Meyer 
Ken Smiciklas 
Joyce Morton Kief 
jd 
cc: Dean Elizabeth Chapman 
CAST Elections Committee file 
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PROPOSED 
BYLAWS OF 
THE COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY* 
ARTICLE ~ NAME 
The name of the organization participating in the governance of 
the College of Applied Science and Technology shall be the 
Council of the College of Applied Science and Technology, 
hereinafter referred to as the "College Council". 
ARTICLE II. PURPOSE 
The College Council shall serve as the agency through which the 
faculty and students of the College of Applied Science and 
Technology shall participate in determining College policy and 
procedures in accordance with the Constitution of Illinoi~ State 
University and with the bylaws of the Academic Senate. 
ARTICLE III. POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE COLLEGE COUNCIL 
Section ~ The College Council shall serve as an advisory body 
to the Dean of the College of Applied Science and Technology in 
accordance with the Constitution of Illinois State University and 
the Bylaws of the Academic Senate. 
Section ~ The College Council shall adopt, by a majority of 
voting members present, legislation which shall provide for a 
College Curriculum Committee, consisting of faculty members and 
students. 
The College Council shall approve, by a majority of voting 
members present, detailed policy, functions, and procedures of 
the College Curriculum Committee. 
Section ~ The College Council shall adopt, by a majority of 
voting members present, legislation which shall provide for a 
College Faculty Status Committee (CFSC) whose organization, 
policies, and procedures shall comply with Appointment, Salary, 
Promotion, and Tenure Policies of Illinois State University. 
Section ~ The College Council shall adopt, by a majority of 
voting members present, legislation which shall provide for a 
College Elections Committee consisting of faculty members (See 
Article ~ Section £ for election policies) . 
1 
Section ~ The College Council may create such standing and 
special committees and boards as it deems useful to the exercise 
of its powers. The College Council shall determine the powers, 
duties, and organization of each College committee and board. 
The Council shall not normally consider a matter which is usually 
the responsibility of a committee or board until the committee or 
board has reported on the matter to the Council. No provision of 
this section shall be construed to preclude administrative 
officers from creating administrative committees and boards, 
assigning them to such duties and powers as they desire, and 
appointing members to serve on them. 
Section ~ The College Council shall approve, by a majority of 
voting members present, all proposals that are identified and 
disseminated as policies formulated by or for the College of 
Applied Science and Technology. 
Section ~ The College Council may call regular or special 
meetings of the College membership or of any part thereof. For 
meetings which it calls, the College Council shall estab~ish the 
rules and the agenda, which rules shall not contravene these 
Bylaws. 
ARTICLE IV. MEMBERSHIP OF THE COLLEGE COUNCIL 
Section ~ The College Council shall consist of the following: 
(1) the Dean of the College (ex officio); (2) three faculty 
members elected by the faculty from the College-at-large; (3) one 
faculty member from each department or academic unit elected by 
the faculty of that department or academic unit; (4) each 
department or academic unit has the right to have a student as an 
additional member, with the exception of Military Science. No 
more than two faculty representatives may be from the same 
department or academic unit. 
Section ~ Other than Military Science, faculty eligible for 
membership on College Council will include full-time faculty 
members who have a major assignment in the College and who .have 
been full-time faculty members as defined in the University 
Constitution at Illinois State University (Article III, Section 
2. B; Article I, Section 2. B, 1a) for at least one semester 
preceding the election. Eligible faculty in Military Science 
shall have contractual full-time teaching assignments in that 
unit. Faculty who are on leave at the time of election, or have 
been granted a leave for three months or more of the following 
academic year, exclusive of summer sessions, or are on disability 
leave under the University Retirement System shall not be 
eligible for election. 
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Section ~ One-third of the elected faculty members of the 
Council shall be chosen by the faculty each year for three-year 
terms. No elected faculty Council member may serve more than six 
consecutive years. A person who has served six consecutive 
years, however, may again be eligible after one year. 
Section ~ Faculty serving on the College Councilor College 
Committees at the time of a sabbatical or other leave shall 
resign from all College Committees. 
Section 5. Full-time students who have completed thirty (30) 
semester~ours, including at least fifteen (15) at Illinois State 
University and not on academic probation, shall be eligible for 
election to the College Council. Each shall serve for one year 
and be eligible for reelection~ Student members shall be elected 
by students from that department according to procedures 
determined by the department or academic unit. In case of 
vacancy, the candidate with the next highest number of votes 
shall be seated to fill the unexpired term. Appropriate 
representative student participation shall be encouraged in 
College and department affairs. 
ARTICLE ~ ELECTIONS OF COLLEGE COUNCIL MEMBERS 
Section 1. The College shall maintain personnel files adequate 
to provide at any time an accurate listing of persons eligible to 
vote. 
Section ~ Any faculty member holding the position of lecturer, 
instructional faculty, visiting faculty, faculty fellow, 
executive or artist in residence, instructor, assistant 
professor, associate professor, and professor who are attached by 
the conditions of contract to one of the departments in the 
College of Applied Science and Technology shall be eligible to 
. vote in the election of faculty J;gpresentatives to the College 
Council. Each department sha"II establish procedures for the 
elections of departmental faculty to the Coliege'·Council, subject 
·to the approval of the College Council. The ·electTons rules 
shall provide for nomination ~X .. . p~ti tion. . . 
Section ~ All students who are a declared major in one of the 
departments of the College of Applied Science and Technology 
shall be eligible to vote in the election of student 
representatives to th~ College Council. The department shall 
develop an election procedure, and it should be approved by the 
College Council. The- ~tudent position for the College Council 
shall be posted by thedepar.tment for a minimum of two weeks. In 
the case where only one student chooses to~~un for the College 
Council position after it has been posted for two weeks, the 
department; can appoint that student:wfthout an election. 
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Section ~ The College Council shall have an Elections 
Committee. This Committee shall establish policy for the 
election of at-large faculty members of the College Council, 
faculty to fill unexpired terms on the College Council, and the 
faculty representatives to the Academic Senate. The Council 
shall approve rules for the conduct of elections of College 
Council members and Academic Senators. The elections rules shall 
provide for nomination by petition. 
ARTICLE VI. OFFICERS OF THE COLLEGE COUNCIL 
Section ~ At the first regular meeting after the election of 
new members, the Council shall choose by majority ballot from its 
elected members present a Chairperson, a Vice Chairperson, and a 
Secretary for one-year terms. These officers shall assume their 
duties immediately upon election. The Chairperson of the Council 
shall be a faculty representative. In the absence of the 
Chairperson, the Vice Chairperson shall assume the funct~ns of 
the Chairperson. 
Section ~ These officers shall constitute the Executive 
Committee of the Council. In the event that no student is 
elected as an officer of the Council, the Council shall elect, by 
majority ballot of voting members present, one student member to 
serve on the Executive Committee. The Executive Committee, in 
consultation with the Dean, shall prepare the agenda for each 
Council meeting and shall perform such other functions as the 
Council assigns to it. 
ARTICLE VII. MEETINGS OF THE COLLEGE COUNCIL. 
Section ~ At least once each month during the academic year the 
Council shall hold regular meetings. Meetings shall be held on 
an "as needed" basis during the summer months. 
Section ~ Special meetings may be called by the Chairperson, or 
in his/her absence, by the Vice Chairperson, and must be called 
upon the written request of at least three members of the 
Council. 
Section ~ A majority of the faculty membership of the Council 
shall constitute a quorum. No meeting shall be held unless a 
quorum is present. 
Section ~ Minutes of the Council meetings must be mailed to all 
members of the College Council and Department chairpersons within 
ten days of each meeting and made available to all faculty and 
students of the College. At least one permanent file of minutes 
shall be kept in the Office of the Dean of the College of Applied 
Science and Technology. 
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Section ~ Faculty and student members of the College may attend 
all meetings of the Council except executive sessions, but may 
participate in the discussion only with the consent of the 
Council. 
Section 6. There shall be no limits on the subjects open to 
discussion by the Council. Faculty and students desiring to 
bring specific matters to the attention of the Council shall 
communicate them to the Secretary. Such requests shall be 
presented to the Council for its consideration . 
Section ~ All faculty and students who are members of the 
College Council are eligible to vote on matters pertaining to the 
Council. Any member of the Council can request use of the secret 
ballot. 
Section 8. In case of disagreement as to procedure, the 
parliamentary authority for use in Council meetings shall be 
Robert's Rules of Order (most recent edition) . ." 
ARTICLE VIII. ADMINISTRATION AND ACADEMIC ORGANIZATION 
Section ~ COLLEGE DEAN 
A. Responsibilities of the Dean 
The Dean of the College of Applied Science and Technology is the 
chief academic and administrative officer of the College, and the 
principal intermediary between the College and the University. 
The Dean is accountable to the Vice President and Provost for 
every aspect of the conduct and development of the College over 
which he/she has authority. The Dean shall serve at the pleasure 
of the President and shall be accountable to the Vice President 
and Provost for the following: 
a) Conduct of the College in accordance with the ISU 
Constitution, relevant statutes, and provisions of 
• these Bylaws. 
b) Involvement of faculty and students in the democratic 
operations within the College community. 
c) Effective communication between the University 
administration and the College community. 
d) Preparation of the College budgets as may be necessary 
for proper planning and reporting. 
e) Transmission of proposals initiated within the College, 
including action of the College Council, with his/her 
recommendations to the Academic Senate. 
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f) Recruitment and retention of a competent faculty of 
scholar-teachers and administrators. 
g) Support and expansion of educational programs, in 
accordance with a flexible and evolving academic 
master plan for the University and the College. 
h) Development of rapport among the departments and 
academic units in the College. 
i) Interpretation to the public of the College and its 
mission. 
j) Facilitation of the annual review and evaluation of 
departmental Chairpersons. 
B. Selection of College Dean 
A new College Dean shall be selected in accordance with 
procedures and policies accepted and/or approved by the Academic 
Senate. 
C. Faculty Meetings 
The Dean of the College shall convene a meeting of the faculty at 
least once each academic semester and shall chair such faculty 
meetings. In his/her absence, the Chairperson of the College 
Council, or designee, shall preside. A special meeting of the 
faculty shall also be convened at any time the Dean of the 
College so designates, or upon petition of ten percent of the 
eligible voting members of the College faculty. Except in case 
of emergency declared by the Dean, each member of the faculty 
shall be notified by mail at least one week in advance of a 
regular or special meeting of the faculty, together with an 
agenda. One-third of the eligible voting members of the faculty 
constitutes a quorum for a faculty meeting. At least once each 
year at appropriate times, the Dean of the College shall report 
to the faculty on the "State of the College". 
The faculty at any meeting may take action advisory to any 
committee of the College, the College Council, or the Dean of the 
College, but legislative authority shall be exercised or 
delegated only by the College Council, subject to faculty or 
student petition according to the petitioning procedures outlined 
in Article IX for review by the Council. 
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Section ~ COLLEGE ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION 
A. Organizational Structure of Administration 
The Dean is responsible for developing and maintaining a viable 
organizational structure of College Administration, including the 
designation of administrative positions and the responsibilities 
of administrative officers. He/she shall be obligated to inform 
the College Council and seek its advice before effecting a major 
change in the structure of administration. 
B. Faculty/Student Participation in Selection of Administrators 
While the Dean shall be responsible for the nomination of all 
administrative officers to the Vice President and Provost, 
faculty members and students shall be involved in the 
determination of the need for and in the selection process of 
administrators. 
C. Responsibilities of Administrative Ad-hoc Committee/Boards 
The College Ad-hoc committees/boards should keep the college 
council advised of their activities on an annual basis or as 
needed. 
Section ~ PROFESSIONAL AND CIVIL SERVICE STAFF 
The rights and responsibilities of members of the professional 
and Civil Service staffs shall be identical to those provided in 
Article IV, Section 3, A. and B. of the ISU Constitution. 
Section ~ COLLEGE ACADEMIC ORGANIZATION 
A. Academic Organization and Self-Governance 
The Dean of the College, in consultation with the Vice President 
and Provost, and with the advice of the College Council, is 
responsible for developing and maintaining a viable academic 
organizational structure including departments or other academic 
units. The College of Applied Science and Technology, in 
accordance with the ISU Constitution, the Bylaws of the Academic 
Senate and these Bylaws, shall be entitled to exercise a degree 
of self-government which does not infringe upon other academic 
units within or outside CAST. 
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B. Responsibilities of Committees 
1. College Faculty Status Committee 
The CFSC shall submit an annual report to the College 
Council, including data for departments and for the 
entire College, which indicates numbers of faculty within 
each of the salary merit categories as indicated in the 
ASPT document, numbers of faculty recommended and 
rejected for tenure and for promotion shown rank by rank. 
The annual report shall also include the numbers of 
departures from department faculty status committee 
recommendations. 
2. College Curriculum Committee 
The College Curriculum Committee shall submit an annual 
summary report to the College Council. 
C. Departments or Academic Units. 
Each department or academic unit shall formulate and adopt Bylaws 
or procedures providing for the governance of the department or 
academic unit. These Bylaws or procedures shall become effective 
after they are approved by a majority of the appropriate faculty 
members eligible to vote in the election and subsequently 
approved by the College Council. 
D. Departmental Leadership 
The College Council shall establish policy, by a majority of 
voting members present, for the procedures for the selection of 
department or academic unit chairpersons and for their periodic 
review and evaluation. 
E. Academic Programs 
The Dean, with the advisement of the College Council, shall be 
responsible for the formulation and periodic review of and 
academic plan for the College, which charts the direction of 
future academic plans and programs. The establishment of new 
academic programs, disestablishment of existing academic 
programs, or changes in existing academic programs shall follow 
procedures established by the Academic Senate. In order to 
ensure that the academic programs and units of the College remain 
viable, the Dean of the College shall require their periodic 
review. 
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ARTICLE IX. AMENDMENTS OF BYLAWS 
Section ~ Amendments to this document maybe initiated by a 
petition signed by ten percent of the students currently enrolled 
in the College or ten percent of the Faculty of the College or by 
a petition signed by three members of the College Council. 
Proposed amendments shall be submitted at a regular meeting of 
the College Council, be distributed in the Council minutes and be 
voted upon at a regular Council meeting following distribution of 
the minutes. If the College faculty shall approve the amendment 
by a majority vote of the faculty members participating in the 
election, the amendment shall be transmitted to the Academic 
Senate for approval unless within ten days after promulgation a 
petition signed by ten percent of the students currently enrolled 
in the College or ten percent of the faculty of the College shall 
call for a referendum. All students and faculty are entitled to 
vote in a referendum. An amendment approved by a majority of 
both the student and faculty members voting, and by the Academic 
Senate shall become part of this document. 
*Edited and Amended February 1976; February 23, 1977; December 2, 
1980; January 28, 1983. 
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CURRICULUM PROPOSAL COVER SHEET 
GRADUATE ONLY Cpmmunicatipn 
Department 
Deadlines for receipt by Graduate Curriculum Committee: 
New Programs - September 1, two years prior to anticipated implementation date. 
All other curriculum proposals - September 1 of each year for inclusion in the catalog 
of the following year. 
Number of copies required: 
New Programs - For original submission to the Graduate Curriculum Committee, 
six (6) copies are required. After approval by the Curriculum 
Committee, an additional' 15 copies will be required. to include the 
Graduate Council. After approval by the Council. the Academic Senate 
requires 55 copies. 
All other curriculum proposals -- submit six (6) copies. 
Proposed Action: 
COURSES 
1. New- -follow Guidelines of Graduate Curriculum Committee for 400 and 500 level 
courses. 
2. Deletion of course 





Summarize ~ ~ provide rationale 
on separate sheet. 
4. Change in credit hours. 
---
5. Other changes. 
PROGRAMS 
x 1. New--follow NEPR format. NOTE: Program approval does not (a) Number of courses within program / ,5 ) connote course approval. Courses 
(b) What course level? ____________________ ) must be approved on an individual 
basis. 
---
2. Change in requirements for degree. ) Summarize ~ ~ provide rationale 
____ 3. Other program revisions. ~ separate sheet. 
Summary of proposed action: Include title of course or program; provide exact catalog 
copy. including number and semester for new course. 
Professional Public Relations Sequence 






Date I/~~ /2.0 
Date lo~,S-qo 
Dat~ {DL:2~ LtD 
Date It /~t /1.L r / 
REQUEST FOR APPROVAL OF A PROFESSIONAL PUBLIC RELATIONS SEQUENCE 
IN THE COMMUNICATION MAJOR 
1. Ins titution: Illinois State University 
2. Responsible College: Graduate College 
3. Proposed Sequence Title: Professional Public Relations 
4. Previous Sequence Title: NA 
5. Date of Implementation: Fall, 1992 
6. Description of the Proposed Sequence: 
The Department of Communication currently offers a 32 hour Master's 
degree in Communication. This program provides a broad exposure to 
the field of Communication and prepares students for further study 
in Communication, careers in Communication Education, 
Organizational Communication, and Consulting. The proposed 
sequence differs from the existing program in several important 
respects. 
First, the proposed sequence is designed as a terminal degree for 
practicing public relations professionals. Admissions will be 
limited to individuals with a minimum of two years of professional 
experience related to public relations and appropriate 
undergraduate degree. 
Second, the sequence would · consist · of 39 hours of coursework. 
Unlike the existing 32 hour program, thesis and comprehensive 
examination options would not be offered. 
_. - '-'_._-. 
'",- ,~ ..l...'-4...c -~ .... 
Third, the proposal reflects a structured curriculum designed for 
public relations rather than a broad exposure to the Communication 
discipline. Four courses would be required in the new sequence 
while only two courses are required in the current curricu+um." 
. 1:,.,.~. .~ 
Finally, as a professional sequence, the proposal reflects a heavy 
reliance on 400 level courses. The existing Master's program 
requires a minimum of 15 hours of 400 level credit. The sequence 
includes only 3 300-level courses, effectively doubling the minimum 
number of 400-level hours. 
Catalog Copy .: 
Professional Public Relations Sequence 
--39 hours in communication required 
--Required Courses: COM 422, 478, 492,497 
--27 hours of electives selected from COM 303, 355, 371, 400, 424, 
433, 434, 435, 436, 460, 485, 494, 495. Up to nine hours of 
electives in related disci plines may be appl i ed toward this degree . 
This is a professional sequence designed for individuals with a 
minimum of two years of work related experience. 
7. Rationale for the Proposal 
This rationale will discuss reasons for: A) offering a Master's 
sequence in Public Relations; B) taking the sequence to Chicago; 
and, C) using Illinois state University's Department of 
Communication. 
Public Relations is the most rapidly growing field of 
specialization in Communication. The Occupational Outlook Handbook 
(1989) states that employment of Public Relations workers is 
expected to increase much faster than the average for all 
occupations through the year 2000. John Hill, (founder of Hill and 
Knowlton, the world's largest Public Relations consulting 
organization), predicts that the demand for entry-level positions 
in Public Relations is expected to increase by 7 % a year 
throughout this century 
Citing the U.s. Department of Labor Statistics, 1984 through 1995, 
New York Times Magazine (October 14, 1984) indicated that there 
will be an increase of 26,000 new Public Relations positions in the 
united states. This represents an expansion of approximately 29% 
within the profession. Another forecast for the nation suggests an 
increase of 70,000 new Public Relations positions between 1982 and 
1995 (Public Relations ~~ciety of America). 
Relative to trends for women and minorities, Rea W. Smith (a 
founder of the Public Relations Society of America) indicates that 
"employment opportunities in Public Relations are excellent and 
will continue to be favorable for many years to come • • • there is 
less prejudice against women in Public Relations than in many 
business fields . • • (there is a) crying need for black talent in 
Public Relations." Ms. smith estimates that there are 35,000 
qualified Public Relations practitioners, with a need for 10,000 
more and says that new entry-level people will need formal and 
specific higher education in the profession. 
Graduate education has been recognized as an important professional 
development tool within the field of PRo The Public Relations 
Society of America in 1989 approved a requirement for continuing 
professional development in order to maintain accreditation. PRSA, 
wi th approximately 14,000 members is the largest professional 
membership organization for PRo About 25% of the members of PRSA 
are accredited. Securing an advanced degree automatically qualifies 
an individual for continuing accreditation. Also credit earning 
courses count toward continuing accreditation. 
Further, Public Relations professionals have identified Illinois 
among the geographic regions possessing the greatest need for new 
graduates (Public Relations News, 1/25/82). Illinois is the third 
largest job market in the · nation for Public Relations 
professionals. As one might expect, much of the Public Relations 
activity in the state is centered in Chicago. 
Illinois state University is the only public university in the 
state that currently offers an undergraduate degree in PRo We have 
developed the largest concentration of faculty and resources for PR 
education and research within the state of Illinois. Only one 
additional course will need to be added to the existing curriculum 
to facilitate the new program. 
The quality of the graduate program and faculty in Communication 
have been recognized nationally. Articles in Communication 
Education (1988) and ACA Bulletin (1979) have identified ISU 
facul ty among the top fifty programs nationally in terms of 
quantity of articles published in selected Communication journals. 
Another Communication Education (1988) article identified ISU as 
among the top five Master's programs among approximately fifty 
programs identified in the Midwest. At least seven faculty have 
received awards for teaching or research. 
For these reasons, the ISU Department of Communication was asked by 
the Chicago Chapter of the Public Relations Society of America to 
develop this degree option. In their view, of all the public and 
private universities in the state, ISU is best qualified to provide 
this sequence. 
The proposed sequence is consistent with both university and 
college vision statements. Relevant aspects of the University 
Vision statement include themes to provide superior graduate 
education in selected areas and to promote cultural and public 
service programs. Relevant themes from the college vision statement 
include encouraging technological progress, economic development, 
and social planning within the region and beyond and developing 
creative leadership for the administration and management of public 
and private enterprises for the 21st century. 
8. Expected Impact of Proposal on Existing Campus Programs and 
Administrative Support Services 
The major direct impact of the proposed sequence will fallon the 
Department of Communication. Because of the lack of offerings at 
other universities and the large number of professionals with needs 
for education it is anticipated that demand for the sequence will 
be large. Accordingly, the Department of Communication will supply 
faculty for the courses to meet the demand as long as it persists. 
Faculty will teach in this sequence in addition to their regular 
duties. 
The major indirect impact of the proposed sequence lies in the ~-
ramifications of regular, structured contact between ISU Department 
of communication faculty and Chicago-area Public Relations 
professionals. Ini tially, this · should provide additional off-
campus student internship opportuni ties for undergraduate 
Communication majors. Second, these contacts should assist 
Department of Communication graduates in finding employment. 
Finally, we see the potential for in-class speakers, presentations 
to student organizations (such as the ISU chapter of the Public 
Relations Student Society of America) , and professional 
participants in student events such as Communication Week. 
9. Expected Curricular Changes and Impact of Proposed Curricular 
Changes: 
One new course would need to be added to the department curriculum: 
a capstone course for the 39 hour option: 
COM 478 Case Studies in Public Relations 
30 hrs of COM req. 
Application of theory and research to the analysis of Public 
Relations cases. 
The 39 hour option would require more coursework than the 
traditional 32 hour program. However, the indirect faculty load 
would be much less than in the traditional program. 
In the traditional program 3 faculty are required to participate as 
a committee in the advisement and evaluation functions associated 
with the comprehensive exam and thesis options. For many faculty 
this represents a SUbstantial time commitment that is not directly 
compensated or reflected in their load report. 
In the proposed sequence all faculty will be available to advise 
students about specific courses. However, one faculty member will 
be designated as a formal advisor and will be paid by the program 
to fulfill this function. with no thesis or comprehensive exams, 
this should not be an unmanageable. Resources for this are built 
into the overhead costs of the sequence. 
10. Anticipate Staffing Arrangements: 
No new faculty are needed to deliver this sequence. Courses will 
be taught by ISU graduate faculty members. 
11. Anticipated Funding Needs and Sources 
ISU faculty teaching in the sequence will teach on an overload 
basis and will be paid from the revenues it generates. The Chicago 
chapter of the Public Relations Society of America will collect 
revenues for the sequence and will contract with individual faculty 
members for specific courses. 
12. Anticipated Space Needs and Plans to House the New Sequence 
Since the sequence is offered in Chicago, no new space is needed. 
University Curriculum 
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SUBJECf: Approved UCC Proposals for Academic Senate Approval 
DA1E: January 30, 1992 
Enclosed are two additional University Curriculum Committee proposals 
that need to be sent on to the Academic Senate for approval ASAP. 
Please let me know when they will be on the agenda. 
Thank you. 
Enclosures 
1. Bachelor of Fine Arts 
2 . Philosoph y : Minor in Religious Studies 
Hovey 308 
Illinois State University 
Academic Senate 1010 March 17, 1992 
TO: Academic Senate 





RE: Administrative Efficiency Report 
Early last Fall the Rules Committee was charged with reviewing 
the Administrative Efficiency Committee Report. All matters 
contained in the report concerning the Academic Senate were 
directed to appropriate internal committees of the Academic 
Senate for investigation. The internal committees researched 
the recommendations of the Administrative Efficiency Committee to 
see if the suggestions were feasible. The Rules Committee used 
this feedback to formulate the following conclusions. 
1. Abolish the Academic Computer Advisory Committee as 
recommended by the Administrative Efficiency Committee. 
2. Agree with the Administrative Efficiency Committee's 
recommendation under Academic Planning. 
3. The Academic Affairs Committee should make any changes 
they feel necessary regarding the curriculum process. 
However, not necessarily as recommended by the Admin. 
Efficiency Committee. 
4. The Enrollment Management Committee should be abolished 
as recommended by the Administrative Efficiency Comm. 
5. The University Review Committee serves a very important 
function and should remain, contradictory to what the 
Administrative Efficiency Committee recommended. 
6. The Facilities Planning Committee should be abolished 
as the Administrative Efficiency Committee recommends, 
transferring all responsibilities to the Administrative 
Affairs Committee of the Academic Senate as outlined in 
the Administrative Efficiency Committee Report. 
(See attached list of committee responsibilities) 
7. Agree with the Administrative Efficiency Committee's 
recommendations on paperwork and data collection. 
Note: Conclusions 1, 2, 4, and 7 are not directly related to 
the Academic Senate, but were covered in the report so we chose 
to respond. 
Normal-Bloomington, Illinois 
Phone: (309) 438-8735 
Equal Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Un ivers it y 
Normal, Illinois 61761-6901 
ADmINISStRAtI~E Efficiency Comm ittee 
As you probably know, at the end of spring semester, President Thomas Wallace appointed an 
Efficiency Committee to review administrative procedures at ISU in order to find ways of 
streamlining our processes and creating greater efficiency. President Wallace gave the Committee 
two charges: (1) to find ways of implementing the new planning processes at the University 
without creating an additional burden of reporting and data collection and (2) to review all 
administrative processes and structures at the University in order to make recommendations for 
improving efficient use of resources . 
The Committee has spent the summer trying to establish a procedure for reviewing these issues. 
While the Committee expects to make recommendations regarding the first charge early in the fall 
semester, the second task will be undertaken during this coming academic year through the use of 
a series of subcommittees made up of committee members. 
The following are the subcommittees which have been established : 
Committees: 
Jude Boyer (Student Affairs), chair 
Bob Ritt (Mathematics) 
Virginia Owen (College of Arts and Sciences) 
Reporting Lines : 
Charles Harris (English), chair 
AI Goldfarb (College of Fine Arts) 
Paperwork/Reports: 
Mick Charles (Criminal Justice Sciences), chair 
John Godbold (College of Education) 
Bob Jefferson (College of Business) 
Data Collection: 
Carroll Taylor (Accounting), chair 
Jim Alexander (VP, Business and Finance) 
What we are now seeking is campus-wide input on these issues . If you would like to provide 
suggestions and/or recommendations in any of these areas, we are asking that you write to the 
chair of the appropriate subcommittee. We hope that all members of the University community, 
civil service , administrative/professional , and faculty will respond. 
The Efficiency Committee also will communicate its progress throughout the academic year in the 
Illinois State Report . If you have any questions , please feel free to call or write me . Please know 
the Committee greatly appreciates any assistance and support you will provide . Thank you . 
AI Goldfarb, Dean 
College of Fine Arts 
Chair, Efficiency Committee 
IllinoIs :,tate university 




Len Schmaltz, Chair 
Academic Senate 
Tom Wallace, President ~ 
August 28, 1991 D 
SEP 3_1891 
As you will recall, last year Dean AI Goldfarb chaired a committee appointed by me to review 
possible ways of improving the efficiency and effectiveness of administration at ISU. The 
Administrative Efficiency Committee submitted their report to me this summer. I believe It is 
appropriate that the Executive Committee of the Academic Senate review the recommendations 
of the committee concerning our committee structure at the University. While not all of the 
committees reviewed by the Administrative Efficiency Committee report to the Senate, I believe 
the Senate in some manner should review the report. I would appreciate discussing the process 
with you and other members of the Executive Committee whereby these recommendations and 
comments by the Administrative Efficiency Committee could receive the appropriate review. 
TPW/fw 
Attachment 
xc: Dean AI Goldfarb 
Normal-Bloomington , Illinois 
Phone : 309/ 438-5677 
Hovey 421 
Normal, Illinois 61761-6901 
Equal OPP~' ,unlCyl Aifirmaflve Action UniverSit y 
COMMITTEES 
Attached isa chart identifying some 98 committees affiliated with 
the Academic -Senate or major administrative offices . These were 
organized according to the apparent major function of the 
committee : quasi administrative, fiscal, academic planning, 
faculty/staff status, external relations, facilities, and 
students . Observations and recommendations regarding committees 
follow. 
Underlying Assumptions: The suggestions which follow are founded 
on several assumptions about the appropriate place of committees 
in the University governance system . The most important of these 
are: 
1. Committees should assure meaningful and timely 
faculty/staff input to decisionmaking . 
2. Committee input should be at the lowest possible level 
consistent with the nature of the decision to be made. 
3. Review of committee decisions/recommendations by other 
committees should not be routine but limited to a 
legitimate due process claim or the necessity for a 
broader perspective . 
Quali Administratiye COmmittees 
There appear to be several "quasi administrative" committees which 
may have less than clear functions and which seem to be more 
advisory than anything else. In ~ instances these "committees " 
are less committees than they are groups gathered together 
infrequently to coordinate a specific task . Following are current 
examples . 
Registration Advisory Committee 
Mair Service Advisory Committee - - Dissolved 
Parking Committee 
Nuclear Disaster Committee -- Dissolved 
Accident Review Board 
Christmas Shutdown Committee 
Graphic Arts Advisory Board 
Commencement Committee . 
Computing & Information Systems Advisory Committee 
Administrative Computing Advisory Committee 
Human Relations Committee 
Recommendations 
All administrators should be urged to review the importance 
or need for such committees, creating such committees 
sparingly, and only when absolutely necessary. 
Computing 
There are presently two committees at the University level 
which seek to develop policy and initiatives in computing--the 
Administrative Computer Advisory Committee and the Academic 
Computer Advisory Committee. Both of these committees are 
advisory to the Director of Computing . The Administrative 
Computer Advisory Committee contains members from administrative 
offices excluding department and college administrative' offices. 
The Academic Computer Advisory Committee contains members from 
academic units including academic administrative offices and in 
addition contains representatives from administration such as the 
Comptroller and Student Affairs. Information about funds 
available, costs and computer plans for the University (such as 
plans to upgrade the mainframe) are not shared with the Academic 
Computer Advisory Committee. The former Academic Computer 
Advisory Committee was charged with developing academic unit 
computer plans. That charge has not been implemented under the 
new structure. There appears to be no charge for the Academic 
Computer Advisory Committee other than prolonged discussion . 
It is clear that the establishment of an independent computer tzar 
has failed miserably. There is now less central academic computer 
planning than at any time in the history of the academic computer 
advisory committee. Furthermore, the committee membership is not 
representative of academic concerns about computing but is 
diffused by the presence of those whose real interest is in 
administrative computing. Whatever the committee does now, it 
does in a data vacuum created by lack of information and lack of 
timely notification about pending decisions.· 
RecommendatioDS; 
1. Abolish the Academic Computer Advisory Committee. 
2. Require each College or academic unit to include 
computer plans as an addendum to the three year annually 
renewable plans. Charge the Provost's Office with 
evaluating those plans and negotiating over problematic 
proposals. Where there are clear needs for coordination 
or agreement on speci'fic topics, the Provost ' s Office 
should convene a group of College and unit 
representatives to reach concensus or majority approval 
of a specific policy or proposal. Otherwise, academic 




The abolition of the Academic Computer Advisory Committee signa l s 
the recognition of the primacy of Colleges in the planning 
process . Plans made by such units should stand unless there are 
inconsistencies or problems which extend beyond the College leve l. 
Furthermore, the review of those plans is an academic matter even 
though implementation might require the concurrence of non -
academic units in specific matters (mainframe upgrade, for 
example) . 
Fiscal COmmittees 
There are 14 committees whose function involves some aspect of 
University financial matters. The Academic Senate Budget 
Committee serves as the primary vehicle for the University to 
present fiscal issues . It should remain as is . 
Eight (8) of the remaining 13 committees are ad hoc committees 
coordinated by the Student Affairs Office which meet for two 
months each Fall to review the fiscal status of in~ividual student 
fees and to develop recommendations for the vice President of 
Student Affairs and the President regarding future fee levels . 
One committee (the Student Health Advisory Board) functions year 
round as a committee for Student Health Services and Student 
Health Insurance. During the Fall, this group also reviews the 
fiscal status of the Health Service and when necessary reviews the 
fiscal status and policy coverage needs of Student Health 
Insurance coverage. Some experimentation has occurred with 
combining several areas to provide some efficiency. This should 
continue where practical . The process ensures the involvement of 
students, the generation of funding savings, and the fulfillment 
of Board of Regents expectations . These committees are organized 
at the lowest level and are not duplicative of other committees or 
processes. They should remain intact. 
The remaining five (S) committees function as the recommenders of 
the allocation of the Student Activity Fee funds and oversee the 
fiscal expenditure process of these funds. The Student Activity-
Fee Advisory Board (Super Board) and its four ·subcommittees· 
(Academic Program Support Fee Board, Competition/performance Fee 
Board, Ethnic Fee Board, and University Fee Board) all deal with 
the allocation of the funds generated by. the Activity Fee. This 
structure also meets Board of Regents directions regarding the 
allocation and use of activity fee funds . Each of these 
committees is comprised of students and one faculty or staff 
member as an advisor. The Super Board members are the chairs and 
vice chairs of the ·sub-committees plus the Student Regent and the 
Student Body President. They are not duplicative of other 
committees or processes and they function at the lowest level . 
They should remain intact. 
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Academic Planning 
The Academic Planning Committee is the only external committee o f 
the Academic Senate which has responsibilities in the Illinois 
State University Planning and Budgeting Process. This committee 
has in the search for workability and competence, undergone 
several structural changes during the last ten years. It now 
consists of three or four faculty, who are ex officio defined by 
positions held in the Academic Senate, the Dean of the Graduate 
School, and the Assistant vice-President for Academic Planning. 
The Committee is responsible for the production of the Annual Five 
Year Academic Plan, which includes mission statements, academic 
planning priorities, new program and center requests, and program 
reviews. This plan is presented to the Academic Senate, through 
the Academic Affairs Committee, as an Information Item, in 
December, and is transmitted to the Board of Regents Staff in 
January. 
The wide scope of considerations that must be taken by this 
Committee, and the narrow time interval in which it must complete 
its task, have prompted us to investigate, with a certain amount 
of a priori scepticism, its effectiveness. We have found that, 
now, the committee establishes good lines of communication with 
Colleges and Departments, adequately discusses the issues of 
recommendations it must make, and produces its product in a timely 
fashion . Consequently, we see no need to recommend structural 
changes. 
Recommendation 
With respect to the proposed Operational Planning Process, as 
long as the faculty both participates and is kept informed 
through the utilization of Departmental and Collegiate 
committee structures, consistent with the ASPT policies and 
procedures, and as long as the Senate Budget and Academic 
Affairs Committees are provided with information copies of 
final policy decisions before they are approved by the 
President, there is no need to establish additional 
structure. 
Hand in hand with this recommendation, is our insistence, that 
both in the Operational Planning Process, and in any future 
Strategic Planning Processes, the most efficient procedure is for 
proposals and p~ns, prepared by the administrative persons 
responsible for their production, be brought directly to the 
appropriate committees of the Academic Senate. If the creation of 
ad hoc faculty committees for the formulation of policy is, in a 
particular circumstance, considered to be preferred, such 
committee must be established in consultation with and with the 
approval of the Academic Senate . 
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Curriculum 
Curriculum proposals for individual courses and new programs 
typically start at the department level. (Exceptions may be 
multidisciplinary courses and programs.) They must be reviewed 
and approved by the College Curriculum Committee (CCC). The 
approved proposals must be reviewed and approved by the University 
Curriculum Committee-UCC- (undergraduate courses) or the Graduate 
Curriculum Committee-GCC- (graduate courses). Those 300 level 
courses which count in either program must be reviewed and 
approved by both of these committees. If a course is to be 
offered in University Studies, it must be reviewed and approved by 
the Council on University Studies (CUS) as well as obtain 
University Curriculum Committee approval. If a course is to 
affect teacher education requirements, it must also receive 
approval from the Council for Teacher Education (CTE). The 
approval of an individual course seldom takes less than a year and 
often misses the catalogue deadline so that it takes two years 
before it can be taught. New programs, sequences, or other major 
revisions of a program seldom take less than two years of on-
campus processing and then must receive external approval usually 
from both the Board of Regents and the Illinois Board of Higher 
Education. Although the off-campus approval process cannot be 
controlled, a significant reduction of time and re-reviewing of 
other faculty members' decisions on campus can be effected. 
Recommendations: 
1. Recognize the department as the most knowledgeable unit 
with respect to its own curriculum. Let department 
approved courses be approved by the College under the 
following circumstances: 
a. After circulating a list of proposed courses to all 
departments in the College, there are no objections 
(a process similar to the '89 courses procedure 
currently in effect). Objections can only be based 
upon one or both of the following grounds: 
i. The department is not competent to offer the 
course. 
ii. The course significantly overlaps (2/3 or 
more) an existing course in which there is 
excess capacity sufficient to enroll the 
students of the proposing department. 
The College Curriculum Committee will serve as the arbiter in case 
of an objection and will only consider the merits of the arguments 
on the issue(s) raised in the objection. Even if the course 
proposal is found to significantly overlap another course, the 
committee shall have the authority to approve the course if it 
finds the educational needs of the proposing department 
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compelling. It will have no authority over other aspects of the 
course proposal. 
b . The Dean concurs. Should the Dean and the 
Department disagree and be unable to reach a 
compromise, the College Curriculum Committee will 
review the course proposal generally and either 
approve or disapprove the course. Even if the Dean 
does not agree, a course approved by the College 
Curriculum Committee under these circumstances wi ll 
be considered to be approved by the College. 
2. Consider a course proposal approved by the University 
under the following circumstances: 
a. It has College approval (1 above). 
b. There is no objection from departments outside the 
College of origin after a list of proposed courses 
has been circulated to all departments of the 
University ~ Such lists will be cir~ulated by the 
undergraduate and Graduate Deans respectively and 
300 level courses proposed for both undergraduate 
and graduate credit will circulate on both lists. 
Objections can be based only on one or both of the 
following and can be raised at this level only by 
departments outside the College of origin: 
i. The department is not competent to offer the 
course. 
ii. The course significantly overlaps (2/3 or 
more) the content of an existing course in 
which there is enough excess capacity to 
enroll the students of the proposing 
department. 
Should there be an objection, the merits of the objection(s) will 
be dete~ined by the University Curriculum Committee for 
undergraduate courses and the Graduate Curriculum Committee for 
graduate courses. Discussions about the course will be restricted 
to these issues . Neither committee will have authority over other 
aspects of the course proposal. Even if ' significant overlap is 
found, these committees can approve the course if the educational 
needs of the proposing department are compelling. 
c. The course is approved by the appropriate dean 
(Graduate Dean for graduate credit; undergraduate 
Dean for undergraduate credit.) Should the 
appropriate Dean and the department disagree and be 
unable to resolve their differences, the 
appropriate curriculum committee (University 
Curriculum Committee or Graduate Curriculum 
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Committee) will serve as the arbiter of the dispute 
and review the course proposal. The appropriate 
committee wlll make the determinatlon of approval 
or disapproval. Even if the appropriate Dean does 
not agree with the approval decision of the 
committee, the course will be considered approved 
if the appropriate committee approves it. 
3. The special procedures for review of course proposals 
for university Studies and for teacher certification 
will continue as at present. 
Rationale: 
Nothing is more appropriately placed in faculty control than 
the curriculum. The present system for new course approval, 
however, has committee after committee reviewing the same 
material, offering sometimes conflicting requests for change, and 
imposing judgements far afield from the discipline on disciplinary 
issues. This really represents a lack of trust of faculty for one 
another. Ultimately, virtually all new course proposals are 
approved even under the current involved process. It only takes 
perseverence and the willingness to write and rewrite proposals to 
answer the particular favorite issues of the membership of 
specific committees. 
There are legitimate issues which are beyond the individual 
discipline. They include efficiency in resource use (course 
overlap), university wide expectations and standards, resource 
implications, etc. The system proposed here provides ample 
opportunity for the raising of these issues by faculty in other 
departments and by administrators. It resolves those issues using 
faculty committees. However, it avoids the automatic review of 
the decisions of other faculty members by avoiding the mandated 
review of every single course proposal sent up from the committee 
below. Committees higher in the hierarchy. only review course 
proposals when there is an objection raised (probable cause). 
Hopefully, many if not most of the course proposals will not be 
cause for objection and will therefore be approved quickly and 
entered into the catalogue. The curriculum committees will have 
time to devote to problematic proposals and be forced to actually 
make decisions about them rather than send them back for reaching 
compromise as now occurs. Again, this should reduce the time 
involved in reaching closure in course proposal controversies . 
Perhaps no committees are more overburdened with intense work 
than the college and university curriculum committees. Faculty 
are increasingly reluctant to serve on such committees. This 
proposed change would preserve faculty control over curriculum but 
help to ease this workload. 
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Enrollment Management 
The Enrollment Management Committee is the one committee with 
responsibility to make recommendations about enrollment 
management. This is the successor committee to the old target 
enrollment committee. Neither of these is a Senate Committee. 
The target enrollment committee was appointed by President Watkins 
as an advisory body to him. The Enrollment Management Committee 
serves the same function for President Wallace. The membership is 
large and includes representatives from all the Vice Presidential 
areas including Institutional Advancement. The former committee 
met to pick an enrollment target. Its deliberations were limited 
to early fall and a few meetings. The Enrollment Management 
Committee does not deal with target enrollments, but spends 
enormous time investigating and making recommendations about 
policies which affect all other aspects of enrollment. The 
Committee has no authority on its own. All its recommendations go 
to the President, the Provost, or to Senate committees for 
approval and/or implementation. 
Recommendations: 
1. The Enrollment Management Committee should be abolished. 
The Provost's Office should assume responsibility for 
identifying the major issues connected with enrollment 
management other than the University target enrollment. 
These issues should be referred to the appropriate 
Senate committee. Draft proposals on these issues could 
be provided by Provost's staff members, Deans as a 
group, or faculty groups. The respective committees 
could then consider the alternatives and recommend 
policies to the Senate. 
2. For those issues which are administrative in nature, the 
Provost should refer the issues to the relevant group--
staff, Deans, Chairpersons, etc. The results of their 
deliberations should be reviewed at Deans' Council and 
implemented upon approval by the Provost. 
3. The University target enrollment should be determined by 
Rationale: 
-the President in consultations with the VP's and based 
upon data from Institutional Research. This work should 
be completed in a timely manner so that the RAMP 
document, admissions brochures and information sessions, 
and planning in Student Affairs can be accomplished with 
accurate information. The VP for Institutional 
Advancement should be fully informed about all the 
decisions of all the groups in points 1 to 3, but need 
not be part of the deliberations. 
The present size and structure of the Enrollment Management 
Committee makes it nearly impossible to conduct business. The 
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only actions completed by this committee have been developed and 
proposed by small subgroups--either with official status or rump 
groups--and brought to the Committee for consideration. Since 
this commlttee has no authority to approve such policies anyway, 
seeking its approval is only a wasted layer of approval. Further, 
its membership contains representatives of every part of the 
University whether they are affected by a particular proposal or 
not. This is an inefficient way to get input from all 
constituencies. It is critical that such input be obtained at a 
time and in a manner which allows for consideration of 
implications in a meaningful way. The proposal would eliminate 
this difficulty by requiring the Provost to be responsible for 
setting the overall framework of issues within which decisions 
must be made and allowing any group which has concerns about a 
particular matter to make a proposal. The only groups considering 
such proposals would be those who have authority to decide on they 
merits--Senate committees for some, major administrators of the 
University for others. Furthermore, the responsibility for 
decisions would be clear and accountability would ~e enhanced . 
Faculty/Staff Status 
The subcommittee on committees has identified 18 university 
committees dealing with faculty/staff issues, one of which 
overlaps with academic planning and another which overlaps with 
external relations. These are listed in column 3 of the attached 
table. Two of these, the Faculty/Staff Development Committee and 
the Paperwork Reduction Committee, have been abolished leaving 16 
currently active committees in this area. Seven of these 
committees are Senate committees with five of them reporting to 
the Senate through the Faculty Affairs Committee of the Senate. 
These five committees focus on evaluation of faculty and the 
assurance of due process. An additional external committee of the 
Senate in this area deals with faculty elections. Its function is 
clear cut and an apparently effective way of overseeing the 
filling of elected positions. Of the remaining committees, 2 are 
standing committees of the Graduate Council, 3 are advisory 
councils/committees for AP and Civil Service employees, and 5 are 
special purpose committees usually with a narrow focus. The bulk 
of this discussion deals with 4 external committees of the Senate 
(University Review Committee {URC} , University Appeals Committee 
{UAC}, Academic Freedom Committee {AFC}, and the Ethics and 
Grievance Committee) along with the College and Department 
structures connected to these committees and the Faculty Affairs 
Committee through whom they report. 
The ASPT system (Appointment, Salary, Promotion and Tenure system) 
involves department committees (Department Faculty Status 
Committees or DFSC's) making evaluations and recommendations about 
salary which stand unless appealed to the College committee and 
about promotions and tenure which are reviewed by the College 
committee for endorsement or non-endorsement. The College Faculty 
Status Committees (CFSC's) have jurisdiction in these matters. 
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o nly actions completed by t h is committee hav e been developed and 
~roposed by small subgroups--either with o fficial s tatus or rump 
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th is committ ee has no authority to approve such policies anyway, 
seeking -i ts- approval is only a wasted layer of approval. Further, 
its membership contains representatives of every part of the 
Un i versity whether they are affected by a particular proposal or 
not. Th is is an inefficient way to get input from all 
constituencies. It is critical that such input be obtained at a 
ti~e and in a manner which allows for consideration of 
implications in a meaningful way. The proposal would eliminate 
this difficulty by requiring the Provost to be responsible for 
setting the overall framework of issues within which decisions 
must be made and allowing any group which has concerns about a 
particular matter to make a proposal. The only groups considering 
such proposals would be those who have authority to decide on they 
merits--Senate committees for some, major administrators of the 
University for others. Furthermore, the responsibility for 
decisions would be clear and accountability would ~e enhanced . 
Faculty/Staff Status 
The subcommittee on committees has identified 18 university 
committees dealing with faculty/staff issues, one of which 
overlaps with academic planning and another which overlaps with 
external relations . These are listed in column 3 of the attached 
table. Two of these, the Faculty/Staff Development Committee and 
the Paperwork Reduction Committee, have been abolished leaving 16 
currently active committees in this area. Seven of these 
committees are Senate committees with five of them reporting to 
the Senate through the Faculty Affairs Committee of the Senate. 
These five committees focus on evaluation of faculty and the 
assurance of due process. An additional external committee of the 
Senate in this area deals with faculty elections. Its function is 
clear cut and an apparently effective way of overseeing the 
filling of elected positions. Of the remaining committees, 2 are 
standing committees of the Graduate Council, 3 are advisory 
council~/committees for AP and Civil Service employees, and 5 are 
special purpose committees usually with a narrow focus. The bulk 
of this discussion deals with 4 external committees of the Senate 
(University Review Committee {URC}, University Appeals Committee 
{UAC}, Academic Freedom Committee {AFC}, and the Ethics and 
Grievance Committee) along with the College and Department 
structures connected to these committees and the Faculty Affairs 
Committee through whom they report. 
The ASPT system (Appointment, Salary, Promotion and Tenure system ) 
involves department committees (Department Faculty Status 
Committees or DFSC's) making evaluations and recommendations about 
salary which stand unless appealed to the College committee and 
about promotions and tenure which are reviewed by the College 
committee for endorsement or non-endorsement. The College Faculty 
Status Committees (CFSC's) have jurisdiction in these matters. 
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College recommendations in salary appeals and in all promotion and 
tenu re recommendations are forwarded to the Provost along with all 
d epa rt:men t recommenda t l ons for hi s concurrence or rej ection. The 
unlversity Appeals Commlttee hears promotion and tenure cases 
excluslvely and then only upon an appeal by the faculty member. 
The final recommendation is made by the Provost. The University 
Review Committee has no role in individual cases but instead has 
four maJor functions. It sets the ASPT calendar. It makes 
recommendations for change in the ASPT system . It reviews CFSC 
policies for consistency with University policies and reports 
discrepancies to the Provost for his action. It recommends equity 
adjustment procedures for University wide faculty equity reviews 
as it sees fit. All of the policy recommendations made by the URC 
are reviewed by the Faculty Affairs Committee of the Senate and 
ultimately must be approved by the Senate. 
Interrelated to these evaluation committees are the Academic 
Freedom and the Ethics and Grievance Committees. For many years 
there has been a tendency for faculty who are displeased with 
their promotion and/or tenure recommendations to appeal to the UAC 
and if not satisfied to the AFC and/or the Ethics Committee . In 
essence the ASPT appeal is heard two or three times after the 
College level. Rarely are these appeals based on the kind of 
violation in which faculty claim to be discriminated against 
because of their politics or religious views. Rather, the general 
case relates to a procedural violation which the faculty member 
alleges has prevented adequate consideration of the case. In the 
last revision of these policies a clear distinction has been drawn 
between ASPT evaluations and Academic Freedom. If an academic 
freedom allegation arises in the context of the ASPT process, the 
UAC stops action until the AFC has ruled on whether the allegation 
is valid. Then the UAC decides whether the violation is 
significant to the ASPT decision. The AFC is explicitly prevented 
from substituting its judgement for the UAC and also from 
recommending tenure or promotion. These latter are the province 
of the UAC exclusively. However, the timing of ASPT decisions in 
the late spring often prevents the AFC deliberations from 
occurring until the following fall . In some cases the hearings 
have taken place in the following spring. Once the hearing is 
concluded, then the ASPT decision has to be considered by the UAC 
and reviewed by the Provost with the recommendations from the 
department and college. Sometimes the final results are not known 
until over a year after the original allegation. Simultaneously, 
the Ethics and Grievance Committee may be considering the same 
case. 
RecOmmendations: 
1. Abolish the University Review Committee. Assign the ASPl 
calendar, the occasional equity reviews, and minor 
revision of the ASPT policies and procedures to the 
Faculty Affairs Committee of the Senate. 
Establish a timetable on which the Senate will appoint 
an ad hoc committee to conduct a major review of ASPT 
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po licies to rec ommend major revisions--perhaps every 5 
t o 8 years. 
2. Eliminate the requirement that CFSC pol i cies should be 
revlewed annually. Such policies should be rev iewed 
only if the University ASPT policies change or If the 
CFSC policies change .. Otherwise, once approved, polic i es 
should stand Such reviews should be conducted by t he 
Facul t y Affairs Committee and reported to the Provost. 
3. Eliminate the requirement that department FSC poliCies 
be reviewed each year . Such reviews should occur 
whenever the CFSC policies change or whenever an 
individual department changes its policies. ' Otherwise. 
once approved, policies should stand. Such reviews 
should be conducted by the CFSC as now done . 
4. Because it is intended that the same issue be heard only 
by Ethics or Academic Freedom, the Faculty Affairs 
Committee should review the wording to assure that 
that occurs. Present wording officially gives exclusive 
jurisdiction in Academic Freedom matters to Academic 
Freedom and jurisdiction over other issues to Ethics . 
5. The original intent was to require the presentation of 
academic freedom cases in writing with the hearing pro-
viding additional supporting testimony. The hearing 
was intended to be optional and the presumption was that 
the hearing would not take place as a matter of course 
and as a fishing expedition. The Faculty Affairs 
Committee should review the wording to assure clarity 
in these matters . 
6. The Faculty Affairs Committee should be responsible for 
providing an orientation program for the Academic 
Freedom Committee and the Ethics and Grievance Committee 
each year. The purpose should be to acquaint the 
members the committee procedures and the ASPT process. 
Rationale: 
The actions of the URC generally require the approval of 
other bodies for implementation . Autonomy exists only over the 
creation of the ASPT calendar and this is a relatively small part 
of the time taken up by the committee. It could be subsumed by 
the Academic Affairs Committee without significantly increasing 
that committee'S burden. Faculty Affairs could have autonomy over 
the calendar just as the URC currently has . All other actions of 
the URC are reviewed by another body or person . For equity 
adjustments and changes in ASPT policies the action of the Senate 
is required. Thus three different groups debate and vote on the 
same issues--URC, Faculty Affairs, and the Academic Senate. Such 
review and re-review elongates the process and uses up a great 
deal of faculty time without increasing the meaning and quality of 
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faculty input. By charging the Faculty Affairs Committee with 
equity reviews and minor adjustments to ASPT policies, one layer 
ln this process is elimlnated . 
The review of College policies for consistency with 
University policies is not a policymaking activlty. The current 
review is only to inform the Provost. Under the present system, 
any actions taken depend upon his interest in the alleged 
inconsistency. This wquld remain the same under the amended 
system. Disputes over the interpretation of the ASPT documents 
could be taken to Faculty Affairs for resolution . 
It is recommended that a periodic major review of ASPT 
policies be conducted by a special committee. A major review and 
set of recommendations will be time consuming and probably beyond 
the time constraints of the Faculty Affairs Committee. To assure 
that someone will review the ASPT policies, such a review should 
be mandated with a set frequency of 5 to 8 years. The ability to 
institute a special committee review in a shorter time frame to 
address unexpected issues should be allowable. 
Because the ASPT policies now specify that college and 
department policies must be reviewed annually , a great deal of 
time is spent by CFSC's and the URC reading and re-reading the 
same policy statements . Furthermore, because the members of these 
committees change in part annually, each annual review results in 
suggested changes in what were acceptable policies the year 
before. Eliminating the requirement for an annual review of 
unchanged policies results in considerable time saving and avoids 
redoing the same activity without real justification. 
Recommendations 4 through 6 are designed to streamline the 
process so as to assure a timely resolution. Currently, because 
of ASPT actions in the spring, AFC deliberations on a case 
routinely take place the following fall . In some instances, the 
hearings have been held the following spring. After the hearing 
results, the UAC must reach a conclusion and the Provost must 
review the results of DFSC, CFSC, UAC, and AFC. Thus it may be 
more than a year after the original charge that the final 
conclusion is reached . In tenure denial cases, this means that 
the person has probably spent the year developing his/her case 
rather than seeking alternative employment and may be caught short 
if tenure is finally denied . Likewise, the department cannot 
search for a replacement until it knows whether it has a vacancy 
and may be caught short handed with such a late decision. The 
present system is thus unfair to all parties . The formal hearing 
is very time consuming and expensive since it requires the hiring 
of a court stenographer. Because there is the expectation that 
more material will be forthcoming in the hearing, the written 
materials may not be very explicit especially with proof of 
allegations or refutation . Both parties and the AFC tend to 
assume that the real material will come out in the hearing . 
However , if forced to put the evidence in the written documents in 
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the first place, it would be posslble to eliminate some cases 
quickly. 
In some instances, the same case has been heard by the UAC, 
the AFC,and the Ethics Committee. All of these committees are 
made up entirely of faculty members. There is no reason to assume 
that a faculty member should go from committee to committee in the 
hopes that one will finally agree with him/her. Returning to the 
original intent of non-overlapping jurisdiction causes the faculty 
member to make his/her best case and then accept the judgement of 
his/her peers. 
Reliance on written materials and making the formal hearing 
an unusual event rather than a matter of course should streamline 
the process while preserving the original intent of the authors of 
the policy. By mandating an annual orientation meeting of the 
members of these respective committees, it should be possible to 
better assure fairness in the outcome and speedy deliberations. 
Currently, some panel members ask questions which make it clear 
that they have no notion of how the ASPT system works. As a 
result, much of the constructive case in hearings is the education 
of the panel members as to what the procedures act~ally are in 
which it is alleged violations occurred. 
External Relations 
Committees included in this category include: Joint University 
Advisory Committee, Committee on Community College Relations, 
ISU/BroMenn Consortium on Aging Governing Board, Honorary Degree 
Committee, Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee, Alumni 
Board, Foundation Executive Committee, Foundation Board, and 
Homecoming Steering Committee 
Facilities 
There are six committees concerned with facilities which the 
sub-committee has identified. Only one of these is a Senate 
Committee--the Facilities Planning Committee. This Senate 
Committee is given the responsibility to assign space in 
buildings, to review and rank capital projects, to review and 
discuss all issues concerning facilities making recommendations as 
appropriate, and to serve as a communication link on facilities 
issues to the University community. -
The actual work of this committee has varied significantly 
over the last decade. Early in the period it met once a year in 
the spring at which time capital projects were announced and 
explained. Occasionally, the committee ranked projects in 
priority order. However, the final rankings are the decision of 
the President. 
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Subsequently, efforts were made to use the committee to 
endorse assignments of space in broad terms, to prioritize 
projects including both remodeling and new capital, and to 
participate in discussions with the possibility of offering advice 
on a bro"ad range of facilities issues. The committee began 
meeting frequently. In practice, the committee size was too great 
to accompl i sh these obj ect i ves. . As a resul t, the proposal s were 
actually worked on by various groups--some of which were sub -
committees of the larger committee and some of which were ad hoc 
groups only some of whose members actually served on the 
Facilities Planning Committee. 
Recently, the Facilities Planning Committee began meeting 
less frequently than in the middle phase of its evolution . An 
increasing number of people and groups became involved in specific 
aspects of facilities planning. The Provost's office has a space 
person who reviews requests and plans from the various colleges . 
Other vice presidential areas have similar staff. Departmental 
requests for changes in space allocations must be reviewed by the 
College Office, the Provost's Office, the Office of the AVP for 
Physical Planning and Operations (Business and Finance), and often 
the Vice-Presidents acting as an advisory group to the President. 
The Facilities Planning Committee enters the process at a variety 
of stages depending upon the issue. Sometimes it is asked to 
endorse the recommendations of these other groups. Sometimes it 
is informed about the decisions which have been reached. 
Sometimes it is ignored. Whatever the role for a specific item, 
there is one constant. The Committee has no meaningful role in 
the process. It is probably unreasonable to expect a committee of 
its size representing virtually every constituency in the 
University to reach agreement about assignment and reassignment of 
space. The bond revenue space is not ever brought to the 
committee, yet there are numerous representatives of the bond 
revenue area on the committee. Virtually the entire staff of the 
AVP for Physical Planning attend the meetings and participate as 
if they were members. The notion of giving a priority ranking to 
capital projects by this committee is also probably doomed. There 
is likely to be considerable disagreement so that consensus will 
only be reached by behind-the-scenes political negotiations . Even 
if the rankings are achieved, however, they are merely advisory to 
the President who must often make choices in a rapidly changing 
external political environment. Finally, there is no structural 
link of the facilities planning process to any other planning 
operation--strategic planning, program review, academic planning, 
and the like--except to the extent that some of the same people 
happen to serve on committees or in roles on more than one of 
these topics. Should their assignments change, the links would 
disappear. 
Remodeling decisions were delegated to a subcommittee of the 
Facilities Planning Committee, the University Remodeling 
Committee, which is one of the facilities committees identified 
above. Although the membership includes some College 
representatives, those people have in the past made presentations 
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about their college projects to a group consisting of the 
Provost's representative, the AVP for Physical Planning and 
Operations, and part of the AVP's staff. Ranking of projects has 
been done in the absence of the College representatlves. Early In 
the decade, there were no presentations except in writing and the 
decisions about which remodeling projects would be done was made 
by the facilities person in Business and Finance and the head of 
Physical plant. 
This year a new effort has been made to structure the 
activities of the Facilities Planning Committee. Two 
subcommittees have been created--Academic Units Subcommittee and 
the Steering Committee. The Facilities Planning Committee will 
meet only four times per year to consider the agenda set by the 
Steering Committee. The Academic Units Subcommittee will perform 
all the functions of the Facilities Planning Committee but for the 
academic units only--the results of their work going to the 
Steering Committee for merging with requests from all other units 
prior to going before the whole committee. The Steering Committee 
will prioritize requests from all units and make -recommendations 
to the whole committee for endorsement before sending them to the 
Administrative Affairs Committee of the Senate, the Provost, the 
VP for Business and Finance, and/or the President based upon the 
nature of the recommendation. 
All of these approaches to the Facilities Planning Committee 
and its various subcommittees indicate a basic problem. The 
Committee is not effective. It is too large and unfocused to 
actually perform the functions described in the Senate policy 
statement. It has never performed these functions under any of 
the formats. Even the new structure has all the appearance of 
involvement and input while the system really allows remodeling 
decisions to be made mainly by the AVP for Physical Planning and 
Operations and for the ranking of capital projects to be done by 
the VP's and President. 
Of the other facilities committees identified by this 
subcommittee, two were ad hoc committees no longer in existence 
(Horton Remodeling and Long-Range Capital Planning). The Campus 
Lighting Committee is also an ad hoc committee offering advice and 
sharing information about campus lighting. The Facilities Naming 
Committee is called into action whenever a new building is 
constructed. Both of these committees appear to be focused and 
functional. 
Recommendations: 
1. Abolish the Facilities Planning Committee. Use the 
Administrative Affairs Committee of the Senate as the 
communication link to the Senate and University 
community by requiring regularly scheduled updates on 
issues concerning facilities by the AVP for Physical 
Planning and Operations and by the Provost's Office 




criteria explicit with respect to all facilities issues will go 
far to ensure objectivity in decisionmaking and the acceptance of 
decisions as equitable. The process should be more streamlined 
and effective without pausing for prolonged discussions and 
pretend -participation . 
Students 
There are 19 committees whose function involves some aspect of 
campus student life. The Academic Senate Student Affairs 
Committee serves as the primary committee in the Academic Senate 
where Senate related student issues are reviewed . This committee 
also oversees the following (student) external committees : 
Athletic Council, Entertainment Committee, Student 
Center/Auditorium Policy Board, Student Center/Auditorium 
Programming Board, Student Code Enforcement Review Board, and the 
University Forum Committee . This committee and its external 
committees should remain as is. 
Ten (10) of the remaining 18 committees serve as advisory groups 
to units providing services to students. They function at the 
lowest level, are not duplicative of other committees, and should 
remain as is. 
The following (4) committees should remain as is since they are 
not duplicative of other committees: 
Entertainment Committee - - schedules student concerts 
University Forum Committee -- schedules speakers on issues 
for students 
University Scholarship Committee -- determines recipients of 
non Federal and State aid 
Preview Advisory Committee -- develops and coordinates 





AUGUST 8, 1990 
Academic Senate 
Executive Committee 
Joint University Advisory Committee 
Internal Committees: 
Student Affairs (A) 
Faculty Affairs (B) 
Academic Affairs (C) 





Athletic Council (A) 
Entertainment (A) 
Student Center/Auditorium Policy Board (A) 
Student Center/Auditorium Programming Board (A) 
Student Code Enforcement Review Board (A) 
University Forum (A) 
Academic Freedom (B) 
Economic Well-Being (B) 
Faculty Ethics and Grievance (B) 
University Appeals (B) 
University Review (8) 
Academic Planning (C) 
Academic Standards (C) 
Council for Teacher Ed. (C) 
Council on University Studies (C) 
Honors Council (C) 
Reinstatement (C) 
University Curriculum (C) 
Facilities Planning (0) 
Li brary (0) 
-ff-a'21e~I:IH1.t,;t)IJ-' ~E+l Q.C9'~t..i.i Q~R~s---r-f1( E~}:-----
PIOvosl's Staff (?) 
University Teaching Committee 
Committee on Community College Relations 
University Studies Review Committee 





Faculty/Staff Development Committee 
Paperwork Reduction Committee 
Coordinating Committee on Assessment 
ISU/BroMenn Consortium on Aging Governing Board 
University Scholarship Committee 
University Writing Exam Committee 




University Research Committee 
Honorary Degree Committee 
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Institutional Animal Care & Use Committee 
-eoarlc i 1 of DeaRs-
UDiversity Revjew ~ommittee (?) 
(-'~ ~'"B ~,,,,,,...a::.:...c.. 
Business and Finance ' 
Mail Service Advisory Committee 
Parking Committee 
Facilities Planning Committee 
University Remodeling Committee 
Non Appropriated Long Range Capital Plan - Ad Hoc 
Resource Management Committee 
Financial Issues Group 
Employee Relations Advisory Committee 
Nuclear Disaster Committee 
Accident Review Board 
Horton Renovation Committee 
Campus Lighting Committee 
Human Resource Committee (?) 
Travel Committee 
Indirect Cost Committee 
Child Care Committee 
Christmas Shutdown Committee 
Institutional Advancement 
Alumni Board 
Graphic Arts Advisory Committee 





Mail Servi ee AEivi sory CORlllli ttee 
Student Affairs 
Commencement Committee 
Arena and Athletic/Recreation Facilities Fee Committee 
Athletic Fee Committee 
Health Insurance Fee Committee (SHAB) 
Health Service Fee Committee (SHAB) 
Recreation Fee Committee 
Room and Board Committee 
Student Center/Auditorium Fee Committee 
University Apartments Financial Study Committee 
Parents Advisory Committee 
Student (Activity) Fee Advisory Board (Super Board) 
Academic Program Support Fee Board 
Competition/Performance Fee Board 
Others 
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Ethnic Fee Board 
Univers i ty Fee Board 
Unit Student -Advisory Committees/Boards: 
Campus Recreation 
Counseling Center 




Computing & Information Systems Advisory Committee 
Academic Computing Advisory Committee 
Administrative Computing Advisory Committee 
Homecoming Steering Committee 
University Health Education Coordinating Council 
Civil Service President's Advisory Committee 
Civil Service Council 
A/P Council 
Human Relations Committee 
Administrative Efficiency Task Force 
Diversity Steering Committee 
Strategic ~ lanning Commtttee 
Minority Recruitment Committee 
Minority Retention Committee 
Facility Naming Committee 
President's Staff {?} 
Quasi Acad. Fac/Staff External 
Admin . tiscal Plng. Status Relations Facils. Students 
- '--' 
I 
Ac ad e,11 s: Senate 
.f.xej:utl ve COITITI it tee 
Joint Unt'ier~itv Advisorv (olmlittee 
.X 
Internal eOlTlTljttees: 
Student Affairs (A) X 
Facultv Affairs (B) X 
Academic Affairs (e) X 
Administrative AffaJrs {D} 
Rules (El 
BudQet X 
External Committees : 
Athletic Council (Al X 
Entertainment tAl X 
Student eenterJAud Policy Board lAl X 
Student Center/Aud Pr.Q<rralmlinq Board (A) X 
Student Code Enforcement Review Board .CAl X 
University Forum (A) X 
Academic Freedom lB) X 
Economic Well-Beinq {B} X 
Faculty Ethics and Grievance (B) X 
University Aooeals (B) X 
University Review {B} X 
Ac adell1 c Phnn i nq (C) X 
Acadesie. 'sta.ndards {e} X 
. Council for Teacher Ed {el X 
Council on University Studies (e) X 
Honors ~unc 1] {C} X \ 
Re i nstatemerlt!C} X 
Universin Curriculum {el X 
facilities PlanninQ (0) X 
Library (0) X 
. Faculty Elections (E) X 
-
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QUG~i Academic Fac/Staff External 
Admin. Fiscal Planning St~tus Relations Facils . Students 
Provost 
University Teachina Conwnittee X 
CC>mIittee on Conwnunitv ColleQe Relations (Xl X 
Un-fversitY Studies Review Conwnittee X 
~(iQ~it~ ~Qun~il inQ il~ ~Qnwnill~~~ 
-
X 
Admissions COl11l1ittee X 
(urriculum Conwn1tt.ee X 
MembershiD Conwnittee X 
Research Conwnittee (Xl X 
CoordinatinQ Conwnittee on Assessment X 
ISU/BroMenn Consortium on Aaina GoYerniOQ Board X X 
University ScholarshiD COlMlittee X 
Un i vers 1t y Wr i tl nQ Exam Conwnl ttee X 
Reo is t r ai ion Adv i sorv Cormli ttee X 
Enrollment Manaoement X 
(TarQet Enrollment) X 
University Research Corrmittee X 
Hononry Oeoree COl11l1ittee X 
fnstitutional Animal Care & Use COlmlittee X 
Prev1 ew Mv i sorv Conrnit tee X 
MinoritY Recruitment Conwnittee X 
~~~1n~~~ ~O~ f1o~n~e 
H+U. ~ i r...a. ~rlW,. S &41'¥ C(N8j t ~ /)/:r.s:. rif!)r{ X 
Park1no Conwn1ttee X 
Facfl fUes pfannina Conwn1ttee X 
Un i vers i tv Remode 1; na Conwni t tee X 
Non Aoorooriated lonQ RanQe CaDital Plan - Ad Hoc X 
Resource Manaoement COlTJTlittee 
fmoloyee Relati(}ns Advisory CQ/tIIlittee 1: 
tfuc~ ~ ~ a ~r -fo1TJTl ~ OI_H()f(h.r1 X 
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Quasi Academic Fac/St~ff External 
Admin. F1sc~1 Pl~nn1ng St~t~s Rel~tions F~c11s. Students 
6u~1D~~~ ~n~ Fio~n~~ '~Qnt/~ll 
Acc ic1ent Review Boar~ X 
Horton Renov~t tiln Conrni ttee X 
CalOOus L.iQht inQ ~nm1ttee ~ 
l D rJ:>, ."~ ~ 1')\ llast mtQ 2 vrs iQO) 
T.~ ", r ... ( DillQlyecll 
Child Care Conwnlttee X 
Chr 1 S tma s ShM1d~wJLCO"",iltee X 
lost1tut1Qoal Advance!eot 
Alumni BV!lId "~ 
Graohic Arts Advillrr~ X 
Foundat ion E~tiye CDmiltee A 
foundation Board X 
Homecomi nCl StfcrinQ" Conmitiee A 
~tud~D~ AHll r:~ 
Cooynencement Conwni ttee X 
Arena & Ath/Rec Facil Fee Conwnittee X 
Athletic fee Conwnittee X 
Hea 1 th Insurance fee CO/mli~ lSHAB) ~ 
Health Service fee ConwnitteeLSHABl X 
Recre~tiQn Fee ~nrniit~e X 
Room and Boird COlTlTlittee X 
Student Center/Auditorium fee Conwn1ttee X 
University Aoartments financid Study Convnittee X 





Quasi Academic Fac/Staff External 
Admin. Fiscal Planning Status Relations Facils. Students 
Student Affa1rs (cont/d.) 
Student {Activitv) Fee Advisorv Board (SuDer Board) X 
Academic ProQram SUDDort Fee Board X 
Com»et i t ion/Pel 'fvJ1I1ance Fee Board X 
Ethnic Fee Board X 
University Fee Board X 
Unj t Student Advi sorv COll1llllueslBoards· 
C~mDUS Recrcition X 
CounselinQ Center X 
Fln~ncial Aid X 
Multicultural Center X 
Placement X 
Student life X 
Hi norit y Retent ion COll1lli ttee X 
Others 
COCIIDutinQ & InfonnationSYstems Advisory COll1llittee X 
Academic ComoutiOQ Advisory COl111littee X 
Administrative ComDutinQ Advisory COll1llittee X 
University Health EducCltioll_CoordinatinQ Council X 
( i v 11 Se rv i ce Pre s i den tis Adv isorY COl111li ttee X 
(1v11 Service Council X 
AlP CouncH X 
HUlllan Reht10ns COllJl11ttee X X 
Divers1ty SteerlnQ COlmlittee ' X X X 
F1Cil ih HHllnQ COll1ll1ttee X 
F.cultv/St~ff~eveloDment Comittee (Dissolved?l X 
n n r ..... 
hlI'W'Ac.AA ll'chu·p ~a .. ~ ((onmunHv (onmHtpp\ 
08/28/90 
Illinois State University 
Offi ce of th e Preside nt 1000 
TO: Len Schmaltz, Chair 
Academic Senate 
FROM: Tom Wallace, President 
DATE: August 29, 1991 
SiP y- 1991 
Enclosed you will find two reports from the subcommittees of the Administrative Efficiency 
Committee. The reports on Paper Chase and Data Collection are available for review by the 
Executive Committee or other committees of the Senate. I believe you will recognize that the 
contents of these two reports request that the administration take actions to improve certain 
administrative functions within the University. I am following up with the Vice Presidents on an 
. aggressive program to accomplish many of these goals. I would be happy to discuss this matter 
with the Ex.ecutive Committee if It wishes discussion on these two reports. 
TPW/fw 
Enclosures 
t',o rm al-Bloomington , Illino is 
Pho ne : 309 / 438-5677 
Hovey 421 
Normal , Illino is 61761-6901 
SEP 9 - 1991 
January 22, 1991 
To Administrative Efficiency committee 
From Jim Alexander and Carroll Taylor 
Re Data Collection subcommittee 
I. Illinois state University 
A. Current status of mainframe computing at ISU 
1. A new mainframe computer has been installed to give improved 
computing capacity and speed. 
2. DB2 relational database software has been installed so that 
more efficient storage and access of data will be available in 
the future. 
3. Administrative and academic departments request and/or 
receive computer generated information in the form of hardcopy 
printouts or on computer terminal screens. A few administrative 
offices have on-line printers within their offices. Software to 
create these reports and screen displays are programmed and main-
tained by professional programmers in the Computer Services 
Department using the COBOL computer language. Special 
administrative reports are created by profes-sional programmers 
in the Office of Institutional Research using the FORTRAN 
computer language. Institutional Research also uses statistical 
software when appropriate. 
B. Planned status of mainframe computing at ISU 
1. ISU will soon begin transferring data from the existing 
"flat" files to DB2 files. This transition will be taking place 
over an extended period of time. Some new program development is 
being directed to DB2. 
2. As data files are changed to DB2 files, existing programs 
must be altered to address new storage and access methods. These 
altered programs and new programs will be data independent so 
that future programs will not require changes due to data 
structure changes. 
J. Computing and Information Services has been reorganized so 
that academic computing services has been separated from 
administrative computing services, which includes applications 
development and maintenance. A third section of computer 
services, technical services, will oversee computer center 
operations, systems programming and network management. 
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C. Findings of the Data Collection Subcommittee's investigation 
1. Computer Services at ISU has a small (by industry standards) 
but excellent staff of very competent people with many years of 
experience in both computer operations and in administrative 
systems development and applications programming. 
2. Good documentation exists for current administrative systems, 
operations, software, and administrative users. 
3. The computer staff is accessible in maintenance and new 
application development, but current computer services 
orientation is not particularly "user friendly." 
4. IBM's DB2 is a relational database management system which is 
considered to be state-of-the-art and the best on the market. 
5. DB2 software includes Query Management Facility (QMF) which 
offers three methods of query 1. Prompted Query, 2. Query by 
Example (QBE), and 3. Structured Query Language (SQL). 
II. Review of Data Dissemination Models 
In our examination of approaches to providing a "user friendly" 
environment for computing on campus, we examined several models 
and visited several local business sites which were involved in 
significant information management to determine what road those 
institutions had taken in both information management and service 
orientation to employees and staff. We visited State Farm and 
Country Companies insurance companies. 
A. Country Companies 
1. Country Companies (CC) located in Bloomington-Normal was one 
of the early firms to develop an "Information Center." They have 
received national recognition for their success. CC used IBM's 
IMS database management system for many years. More recently 
they have added DB2 as a second database management system. New 
applications are being directed to DB2 and they hope to migrate 
IMS data to DB2 on a long term basis. 
2. CC has an Information Center staff of nine people and a 
Database Administration staff of five persons. By working 
together, the Information Center assists end users on mainframe 
computer applications without needing programmers to get data 
ready for their use. Requests to computer operators for batch 
jobs go through the Information Center. The Information Center 
also offers formal instruction to potential end users. Minimum 
class size is six persons for a total of fifteen hours of 
instruction. 
3. CC uses the Query Management Facility (QMF) of OB2. The 
Information Center staff believes that much of their success in 
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serving the end users at CC is through their use of the PC FOCUS 
software supplied by Information Builders, Inc., New York, N.Y. 
PC FOCUS is a "user friendly" very high level query language that 
interfaces with QMF and can be used on a personal computer for 
on-line queries. Information Builders, Inc., has a hot-line 
available to handle problems on PC FOCUS and FOCUS. CC maintains 
a centralized library of query programs for use by end users. 
B. State Farm 
1. State Farm Insurance Company (SF) is one of the nations 
largest insurance companies and is considered to be the fastest 
growing insurance company. 
2. The Data Collection Subcommittee met with Mr. Larry Woodson, 
Manager of the Research Department at SF. State Farm does not 
have an Information Center at this time, although Mr. Woodson 
believes it would be desirable to have one. His department is 
responsible for providing statistical data reports on an ad hoc 
basis for upper level management. His department makes extensive 
use of personal computers and statistical software such as 
SPSS/PC and SAS/PC to download mainframe computer data for 
statistical analysis and upper management reports. Due to the 
huge size of SF data files, the Research Department takes random 
samples of the data files to represent the total populations. 
3. SF was one of the early users of database management systems 
(DBMS). They are an old user of IBM's IMS. With corporate 
headquarters and the Illinois Regional Office located in 
Bloomington-Normal, SF has vast computing power locally for 
health, life, auto and casualty companies. They also have local 
computing centers at each of their twenty-eight regional offices 
in the United States and Canada. All software programming is 
created in Bloomington-Normal and distributed to the regional 
offices. 
4. DB2 has not been installed at any of the SF computer 
facilities. One of the disadvantages of being very large is that 
it is very difficult to make changes. Mr. Woodson, consequently, 
does not believe that SF will make a transition to DB2, 
information centers, or major ad hoc end-user computing in the 
foreseeable future. 
III. Critical Issues 
As was noted in our discussions on visits to Country Companies 
and State Farm, the long term direction of computing investment 
should attempt to match the long term goals and directions of the 
institution involved in aakinq such investment decisions. 
Currently, at ISU, there seem to be competing interests 
developing in the computing area. On the one hand, a Computing 
and Information Services operation (which is centralized) is 
being reorganized to provide better services to the entire 
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campus. This reorganization includes separation of academic and 
administrative computing and the provision of technical services, 
all designed to provide broader service to all academic and 
administrative end users. Given the nature of the development of 
a centrally coordinated network system, one possible future 
speaks to a rigid definition of hardware and software to be used 
and maintained for interface with the system and a centralized 
management of resources to track accurately, for ultimate 
evaluation, return on investment in the computing function. 
At the same time, networks in the academic areas are growing at 
an unprecedented pace. Investment by academic colleges in their 
own laboratories, in support of specialized programs and in 
persons knowledgable to appropriately support PC based software 
systems is significant. 
These two directions would suggest that a close look at all needs 
being served and directions to be supported is mandated. In our 
discussions with both local companies, a number of points were 
raised that should be addressed at this point to assure certainty 
of direction in development of computing resources for the entire 
University into the future. Among those concerns were 
A. Decisions as to whether centralized or decentralized 
computing would best serve the institution. 
B. Decisions concerning standardization of computing hardware 
and software. 
C. Decisions concerning resource allocation on an annual basis 
to the computing area, including staffing personnel, maintenance 
and other lease costs, a chargeback formula based on real time 
on-line use, and funds for new application programming. 
D. An accurate assessment of PC utilization and appropriate 
training and development programs for PC based system interface 
with other personal computers, mainframe and distant or wide-area 
networks. 
IV. Recommendation of Data Collection Subcommittee 
The Data Collection Subcommittee based on its research recommends 
that Illinois State University establish an Information center to 
assist administrative, faculty and staff personnel in learning to 
make better use of computing tools. By supplying "user friendly" 
computer tools such as FOCUS and PC FOCUS, an Information Center 
can begin to expand the capacities of the ISU staff. The 
Information Center must also furnish training and consulting 
services to aid and assist in creating computerized inputs and 
outputs without going through professional computer programmers. 
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The Information Center will have certain necessary 
~haracteristics. In order to be cost effective, the Center can 
and should be appropriately linked to Computing and Information 
services. In the context of the current reorganization, the 
Information Center may fit within a related function of the 
Technical Services area as it provides services in distributed 
operations and network management. Since this area also provides 
systems programming, there appears to be a natural link and 
interface. Beyond the existence of an identifiable "office" that 
provides information to the entire campus and is available to the 
computer illiterate, other elements should be found in the 
Information Center. These elements are 
1. The Center should be "end user friendly." 
2. The Center should focus on PC based software management 
systems that interface, through ISUNet, with the mainframe 
operation, as required. 
3. The Center should provide for download capability from the 
mainframe to support end user information manipulation. 
4. The Center should address all security concerns related to 
downloading capability. 
5. The Center should have an appropriate linkage to the Computer 
Services operation which provides "one-stop shopping" to end 
users. 
6. The center should be a total University resource available to 
faculty, staff, and, perhaps in the future, students. 
7. The Center should aim to reduce nard copy distribution of 
information through the creation of templates for recurring 
information. 
8. The Center should serve as a clearinghouse for computer 
generated information or as a cross-check index for recurring 
requests. 
9. The Center must be cost effective. 
PAPER CHASE SUB-COMMITTEE 
Final Report 
Executive Summary of Recommendations 
The following nine recommendations are those major areas which 
were identified and considered to be closely related to the 
reduction in paper flow, unnecessary reporting, and wasted time 
throughout the University community. 
1. A major administrative goal of the university must be 
effectiveness and paper reduction. 
2. The computer system within the university must be user 
friendly. The computer system should allow access to data needed 
throughout the campus, and the system should incorporate many of 
the forms presently utilized throughout the university. 
3. An information management officer needs to be identified on 
campus to manage and monitor the paper reduction process and flow 
of forms and information. 
4. ~ 30\ reduction in university committees should become a goal 
of the university. 
5. Efforts to improve the training of new clerical staff is 
essential. This includes clerical staff that transfer to new 
positions within the university. 
6. Three areas identified frequently by university personnel as 
creating unnecessary paper work were: (1) The physical plant; 
(2) the curriculum change process, and (3) the faculty 
recruitment process. Efforts should begin as soon as possible to 
address these areas. 
7. University foras and printouts should be collaboratively 
designed by the producer and the consumer. 
8. A 20\ reduction in paper flow in the academic units within 
one year should become a goal of the university. 
9. Efforts should be made to improve the reporting of data 
throughout the university. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
After reviewing the present status of paperwork, forms, and 
reports throughout the university, the paper chase sUb-committee 
has developed several guidelines, recommendations, and goals for 
the consideration of the President and university community. 
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Perhaps the single most obvious conclusion reached by the sub-
committee was the fact that there is little coordination between 
or among paperwor~ generating departments or units. Xhis lack of 
coordination has resulted in increasing and many times 
duplicative, confusing, and/or unnecessarily laborious work on 
those individuals responsible for the completion of assignments 
and forms. Consequently, the sub-committee would suggest that a 
university officer be identified and assigned the responsibility 
of coordinating forms and reports throughout the university. 
With a coordinated effort to eliminate unnecessary paperwork, 
committee assignments, and a more reasonable routing system for 
signatures the university can improve effectiveness, efficiency 
and use of resources. In addition, with a thorough analysis of 
the paperwork, forms, and reporting systems presently in 
existence at the university it is anticipated that organizational 
effectiveness will be enhanced in a variety of ways. 
The results of the sub-committee's meetings with members of the 
university cbmmunity has resulted in three basic areas of 
recommendation: (1) suggested overall guidelines for developing 
a university atmosphere conducive to paperwork efficiency; (2) 
suggested goals; and (3) a recommended organizational structure 
to help resolve this challenge. An appendix is provided which 
includes the recommendations made by various members of the 
university community. From the various suggestions it is obvious 
that considerable work and effort will be needed to meet the 
goals of the President with regard to the reduction of 
unnecessary paperwork, unnecessary reports, out dated policies, 
and other matters which require involvement of administrative 
units, university senate, ad-hoc groups and other officers on 
campus or within the state of Illinois. 
OVERALL UNIVERSITY GUIDELINES 
1. The duplication of similar reports and the inclusion of 
similar information on various reports should be eliminated. To 
support this objective, paper reduction and organizational 
efficiency must become a major goal of the university. Colleges, 
departments, units, faculty, staff, and support services should 
be encouraged to increase efficiency, reduce unnecessary paper 
flow, and be evaluated for their efficiency. without 
organizational commitment throughout the university on this issue 
there will be no lasting changes in the university resulting from 
our efforts. This process requires an organizational change! 
2. Departments, Colleges, and the University should develop a 
yearly reporting system that includes data deemed relevant for 
both internal and external needs. This report should be 
substituted for the numerous reports developed for specific 
projects undertaken in a variety of units at the request of 




3. with reference to faculty measurements, they are included in 
the yearly PFSC documentation provided each January by 
professors. If additional information regarding performance is 
desired then it should be collected at this time. Any additional 
requests for information should have an important purpose. To 
increase efficiency reporting schedules should be concurrent. 
Throughout the year administrators are asked to provide data of a 
DFSC nature, but not within the DFSC reporting time schedule. 
4. In support of suggestion number one, a mechanism, 
organizational climate, and/or administrative mandate needs to 
exist which discourages or even disallows units from requesting 
specialized reports from other areas of the university. 
The organizational climate should encourage succinct reporting. 
For example, program reviews should not be accepted if they 
exceed a page limit. This standard sets a tone which will go a 
long way in reducing unnecessary paper flow and inefficiency. 
This anti-bureaucratic effort needs to be aggressively 
implemented by the President's office and permeate throughout the 
university. The general feeling at present is that more is 
better. The committee suggests that the feeling among staff and 
faculty is that succinct is better. 
5. Frequently departments, Deans, and others are requested to 
submit reports that include data collected in other areas of the 
university. Efforts should be made to inform the university 
community about these data sets and a mechanism established for 
reporting this data from the unit generating the information. 
6. The university should extend its efforts to incorporate 
computer systems that will help alleviate the duplication of 
forms, and increase the speed in which forms can be completed and 
data collected and analyzed. Efforts must be extended, however, 
to ensure that the ease of the computer does not encourage 
increases in paper/electronic flow. with the new fiber-optic 
system being installed, new computer, and availability of desk 
top computers on campus, this is achievable. Having forms on-
line should also save the university from purchasing paper forms. 
More precisely, it will save the colleges and departments from 
xeroxing forms sent to them by units attempting to reduce their 
costs. 
SUGGESTED GOALS 
1. Designate a university officer to be responsible for the 
coordination of paper flow, reports, and forms throughout the 
university. 
2. A 20' reduction in the flow of paper in the academic and 
administrative units of ISU within one year after the 
recommendations are approved by the President. 
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3. A 30\ reduction of committees throughout all levels of the 
university within one year after the recommendations are accepted 
by the President. 
4. Create and instill an atmosphere within the university that 
discourages unnecessary paper flow. 
5. Develop a yearly document that will serve as the universities 
annual report. Such a report which will eradicate the need for 
departments and colleges to continually respond to requests for 
data from internal or external sources. 
RECOMMENDED ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
1. The newly designated university officer should develop a 
strategy to reduce paper flow, forms, and reports which would 
allow for the input of unit heads, deans, chairs, civil service 
employees, and administrative professionals from throughout the 
university community. This committee would work together to not 
only reduce paper flow, but they would also identify unnecessary 
or inappropriate paper routing procedures and signature 
requirements. This committee could also make recommendations for 
the computerization of forms, reports, etc. They would also 
provide suggestions to standardize forms, eliminate duplication, 
and improve the reporting process. 
2. Deans and chairs should be requested to review both college 
and department committees in an effort to reduce unnecessary 
committees. 
3. Administrators and faculty representatives should review the 
university committee structure and make every attempt to reduce 




CIVIL SERVICE AND ADMINISTRATIVE PROFESSIONAL RECOMMENDED CHANGES 
The following recommendations present a cross section of the 
paper flow problems faced by university personnel. While these 
recommendations for change cannot be considered exhaustive, they 
do provide an indication of the work needed to be done. Their 
input also demonstrates their ability to greatly assist in the 
reduction of paper flow and increase in efficiency. 
The summary of the remarks and recommendations of experienced 
civil service personnel attempts to organize those remarks and 
recommendations into theme or categories. A review of the result 
reveals, as anticipated, that the lines between categories 
overlap. This further demonstrates the need for a university 
officer to oversee university efforts to improve our present 
process. 
I. Paper work burden can be reduced, in part, through changes in 
forms and processes. 
-Shorten routing list for selected routine items. 
-Physical Plant forms need to be redesigned. 
-They are confusing. 
-They need to shorten routing. 
-Establish uniform size for forms. 
-Standardize across campus form titles for the 
same process or purpose. 
-Eliminate the course withdrawal form. 
-Forms and printouts should be collaboratively 
designed by producer and consumer. 
II. Expand use of electronic data transmission to replace paper. 
-Put forms on mainframe and eliminate paper. 
-Spend more money on computer services (i.e., 
programmers, trouble shooters, technical 
assistance to users, etc.). 
-Use FAX more, campus mail less. 
III. Items related to the curriculum change process: 
-There are too many copies of proposals; put them 
on mainframe or disks. 
-Routing is too long. 
IV. Production letter process should be centralized. 
V. Improve university staff support system. 
-Expand and improve civil service training in 
general and specifically for people assuming 
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new positions. 
-Civil service manuals (forms, processes, etc.) 
need to be updated annually. 
VI. Due-date scheduling should be reviewed to provide for less 
concentration of deadlines in October and April. 
VII. Too much information, or information in an unusable format, 
comes to departments and colleges from Institutional Research and 
the Computer Center. Some type of request system is needed. 
Examples are: 




-Printouts in general 
VIII. Faculty recruiting process. 
-There is too much paperwork. 
-Control should be closer to point of hiring. 
-Hiring process is too complicated. 
IX. 1-9s on student help are not being centrally stored. 
X. Implementation of a reduction in paperwork must be done by 
the Presidents and Vice Presidents. 
APPENDIX B. 
RESPONSE FROM THE PROVOST, VICE PRESIDENTS, DEANS AND CHAIRS 
We have reviewed the replies of the Provost, Vice Presidents, 
Deans, and Chairs regarding the paper/form situation on campus. 
The following is a compilation of those suggestions. 
1) The recruiting/advertising and hiring process at all levels 
is quite cumbersome due to the number of forms. 
2) Put all forms on-line with user friendly software to access 
and to send. 
3) Eliminate the dean's signature on documents when the dean has 
no input - e.g. small grant applications, admission to doctoral 
programs, university entertainment forms from departments. 
4) Encourage/promote increased use of electronic mail. 
5) Need an annual update and review of the forms manual. 
6) Stop adding new reports like the department reports--instead 
revise existing reports to include the pertinent data requested. 
7) Reduce the number of administrative layers, e.g., committees, 
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administrative staff, number of organizational units, and 
reports, that currently afflict ISU. 
8) Do away with PERS 900-910 form. 
9) Improve affirmative action forms (especially the Search 
Form) . 
10) Do away with some of signatures required for AP/Civil 
Service people being appointed to academic positions. 
11) Does the Dean have to sign the Physical Plant Request forms? 
12) New course proposal process needs to be simplified--both in 
requirements to be met and number of copies produced, etc. 
13) The paperwork/reports that are requested often provide the 
main justification for the existence of an administrator or 
administrative unit.. In my judgment, focusing on the paperwork 
itself is not likely to improve efficiency. 
14) All requests for information 
coordinated through the colleges. 
requests from many offices, often 
short notice-like this one. Each 
have to do. 
from departments should be 
We receive all sorts of 
at the same time, often on 
assumes their work is all you 
15) Create central file area; identify classes of info to be 
sent to central files; note on info source that copy is 
in central file--eliminates the necessity of multiple copies 
being retained thereby reducing storage, space, and handling 
costs . 
16) Have a standard format for a vita to be submitted for 
everything. 
17) Develop a form that can be used for more than one action. 
18) Increase access to the databasing capabilities of ISU's 
mainframe information system. 
a) If information already contained in the CICS system 
could be actively manipulated by each department less time would 
be spent in duplicating databases that already exist--such as 
student information--but, in a display-only environment. 
b) A central database/spreadsheet program would improve 
the efficiency of data interpretation currently done by hand, 
eye, and various printouts. Such questions as "Which students 
have completed PHY 11 and .aintain a G.P.A.>3.00?" are useful in 
searching for potential UTA's. 
c) Annual faculty productivity data would be a clear 
choice for creating a new database for such questions as: Which 
faculty have submitted successful grant applications to NASA in 
the last five years?"--naturally, the appropriate limited 
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access would assure confidentiality. 
19) Use the College of Business as a resource to streamline 
paperwork, but more specifically to revamp business procedures 
within the University. 
20) To ask each unit to forward these forms creates a tremendous 
amount of paper work. 
21) Eliminate the "absence" forms. There is no reason why 
professors must fill them out and why chairs must sign them. 
Where are all the absence forms stored? 
22) One of the problems is insuring that all of the external 
reviews--BOR, NCATE, ISBE, etc. are done properly. We spend too 
much time on these reports for the values gained. 
23) Another area is the Faculty Activity Assignment Forms 
sheets. Department chairs could simply turn in a sheet with the 
faculty assignments at the beginning of the semester. 
24) The biggest problem is the request for reports (non-
reoccurring) from other non-academic units on campus who believe 
the academic departments hold the key to solving all their 
problems. This may be true, but we don't have the time to spend 
several days doing their work. Several of them have figured out 
ways that we can help them that only requires a few minutes. We 
always try to do so. 
Many departments did not respond to this request for ideas and 
information. Those that did respond pointed out that the same 
forms are used throughout the university. A composite list of 
forms used by those who responded follows: 
BUDGET AND MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS 
1857 Room Lunch Tickets 
Affidavit 
Auditron Reading Report Form 
Authorization for Student Group Cash Travel Advance 
Benefit Usage Cards - Faculty and AP 
BOR/Tuition Contribution Request 
Budget Transfer Request 
Consultant Agreement Form 
Deposit Slip 
Facility Request - General Revenue Facilities 
Facility Request - Bone Student Center/Braden Auditorium 
Foundation Voucher 
Funding Support Application/Alice and Fannie Fell Trust 
Invoice/Voucher 
ISU Telephone Service Order 
Labeling or Inserting Request Form 
Office Supplies Order Form 
Paper Supplies Order Form 
Photographic Services Form 
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position Request/Change Fund Transfer - POSN 901 
Postage Charge Slip 
Printing Services Request 
Property Control Discrepancy Form 
Property Control Equipment Loan Request 
Request for Data Processing Production Service 
Request for Remodeling or Improvements 
Request for Alcoholic Beverages 
Request for Use of University Entertainment Funds 
Request for Physical Plant Services 
Requisition 
Service Department Account Number Correction Authorization 
Summer Worksheet/Monthly Salary Distribution (Provost's Office) 
Time Cards - Student, Civil Service, 
Travel Voucher 
Tuition Waiver Forms - Award Reporting Form 
Two Party Agreement Form 
UPS and Overnight Mail Charge Slip 
COMPUTER FORMS 
Computer Services Project Number Request Form 
Micro Equipment Repair Request 
Request for Student Data from the Office of Admission and Records 
Signon Update Request 
Signon Profile Update Request for Transaction 
FACULTY/EMPLOYEE FORMS 
Academic Employee Additional Payment Authorization 
Academic Employee Request for Permission to Take Course at ISU 
Administrative Professional/Civil Service Approval Request for 
Academic Assignment 
Administrative Professional/Faculty/Civil Service Approval 
Request 
for Civil Service Employment 
Administrative/Professional Performance Appraisal Form 
civil Service Merit Board 
civil Service Employee Requisition - PERS 310 
Course/Instructor Evaluation Form 
External Employment--Annual Report 
Faculty Activity Assignment Forms 
Faculty Status Committee Report 
Faculty Film Rental Request 
Faculty/staff Label Request 
FAX Cover Sheet 
Field Trip Services Using Chartered Buses 
ISU Textbook Order System 
ISU Key Order 
Milner Library/Order Request 
Moving Request Forms 
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Names in the News/Faculty Pens 
News and Publication Faculty Identification File Sheet 
Notice of Absence from Regular Duties 
Office of Environmental Health and Safety/Accident Investigation 
Report 
outside Employment - Annual Report 
Performance Appraisal and Development Plan for Exempt Civil 
Service 
Request for Approval of outside Employment 
Request for Sabbatical Leave and Leave without Pay 
Request for Educational Leave 
Request for University Transportation 





Graduate Degree or certificate of Advanced 
Service 
Proposal for Research Leading to a Doctoral 
Dissertation 
or Master's Thesis 
Comprehensive Examination for the Master's Degree 
Curriculum Cover Sheet 
Exception to Graduate Faculty 
Extra Employment of Graduate Assistants 
Graduate Assistant Applications 
Graduate Faculty Applications 
Plan of Study for the Master of Fine Arts Degree 
Plan of Study for Master's Degree 
Proposal for the M.F.A. Supportive Statement 
Registration for Master's Thesis 499.01 Audit or Doctoral 
Dissertation 599.01 Audit 
Request for Transfer of Credit 
Request for Change in Graduate 
Scholarship Applications 
Waiver 
Thesis Deposit Form 
RECRUITING/HIRING FORMS 
620 Encumbrance Forms 
Affirmative Action Search Form 
Plan of Study 






Affirmative Action Group Identity Data 
Employment Eligibility Verification (Form 1-9) 
Faculty/Staff Address Information - PERS 903 
Welsh 
Minority Tuition 
ISU - Financial Aid Office - Student Employment Form 
Moving Expenses Reimbursement Form 
PERS 900 
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Recommendation for Academic Appointment - PERS 140 
Request for Waiver from Affirmative Action Search 
Request for Tenure Year Designation 
Selection Verification Form 
vita Sheet - PERS 150 
STUDENTS AND ALUMNI 
Alumni Labels and Listings Order Form 
Change of Undergraduate or Graduate Academic Programs 
Grade Change Report Form 
Incomplete Grade Permit Form 
Independent Study Course Description 
On-Campus Job Description for Student Employees 
Proficiency Examination Report 
Program of Courses 
Program Change Request 
Referral Form University Writing Center 
Registration Clearance Permit 
Request for Student Data for Research Purposes 
Substitution Waiver Form 
Withdrawal from a Course 
UNIVERSITY RESEARCH OFFICE 
Animal Care and Use Clearance Form 
Assigned Time Information 
Grant Incentive Form 
Human Subject Clearance 
IRIS Search Worksheet 
Off-Campus Questionnaires 
Proposal Review Form (Blue Form) 
Tuition Waiver Request 
University Research Grant Program Progress Report 
This is not a complete list of forms generally used in the 
university community. There are many forms not listed which are 
department and/or college specific. 
Contained in the three ring binder are the collection of 1) the 
comments and department/college specific forms and 2) the forms 





FACILITIES PLANNING COMMITTEE 
21 
Assistant Vice President for Physical Planning 
and operations 
Director, Office of Scheduling and Space Analysis 
College Deans or their representatives 
Coordinator of Academic Planning 
(Dean of Instruction) 
Coordinator of Campus Planning 
(Director of Facilities Planning) 
Student Affairs Representative 
University Librarian* 
Nominated and elected by the Academic Senate for staggered 
three-year terms: 
One ( 1) faculty member from the College of Arts & Sciences 
One (1) faculty member from the College of Education 
One (1 ) faculty member from the College of App. Science 
One ( 1) faculty member from the College of Business 
One ( 1) faculty member from the College of Fine Arts 
Nominated and elected by the Academic Senate for one-year terms: 
Five (5) students, one of whom should be a graduate student 
Functions: 
1. To determine the space needs and priorities required for 
the programs specified in the Academic Plan. 
2. To determine policy regarding space assignments. 
3. To determine the occupants of campus buildings. 
4. To organize subcommittees, not necessarily limited to members 
of FPC, who will prepare statements which include the infor-
mation necessary for a capital budget and for an architect to 
develop building plans for new campus buildings as well as 
for the remodeling of old campus buildings. 
5. To recommend priorities and funds for remodeling campus 
buildings. 
6. To make recommendations regarding the razing of old campus 
buildings. 
Reporting: The Facilities Planning Committee reports to the 
Administrative Affairs Committee. Recommendations 
are forwarded to the Provost and the President. 
*Membership of University Librarian added 3/16/88. 
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III i nois State University oor 30 1991 
Office of Physical Planning & Operations 
Assistant Vice President - 1100 
TO: Mark Comadena, Chair 
Administrative Affairs Subcommittee of 
the Academic Senate 
FROM: Richard Runner, Chair ~. 110. L2 
Facilities Planning committe~ ~ 
DATE: October 28, 1991 
RE: Recommendations on Facilities Planning Committee 
At the October 11, 1991 meeting of the Facilities Planning 
Committee it was moved and seconded that 
"The Facilities Planning Committee should be 
discontinued because the Committee membership believes 
the Committee serves in no decision-making capacity and 
that the Committee is not organized to effectively 
disseminate information in an efficient or complete 
way." 
This motion was called to a vote and carried seven to three, 
with one abstension. It was recommended by the Committee 
membership that this motion be forwarded to the 
Administrative Affairs Subcommittee along with the attached 
discussion proposal to allow for information concerning 
facilities to be presented to the campus community. 
sq 
Enc. 




Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action University 
Hovey Hall 302 
Normal. Illinois 61761-6901 
I~# 3tJ. ttl. I 
OOT 30 1991 
PROPOSAL 
METHODS OF COMMUNICATING TO THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY 
REGARDING FACILITIES PLANNING 
(1) Facilities Planning Staff should meet periodically with the 
Administrative Affairs Committee of the Academic Senate. 
(2) The Administrative Affairs Committee should make periodic reports 
to the Academic Senate to provide progress reports on facilities 
activities and to obtain input on needs. concerns. issues. and 
plans. 
(3) The Facilities Planning Staff should meet periodically with the 
Council of Deans to provide progress reports on facilities 
activities and to obtain input on needs. concerns. issues. and 
plans. 
(4) The Deans should make periodic reports regarding facilities to the 
College Councils and Department Chairpersons. 
(5) The Facilities Planning Staff should prepare an annual progress 
report on the state-of-ISU facilities and publish this report in 
the Vidette and the ISU Report so that all students and faculty can 
receive information regarding facilities. The annual report should 
contain an invitation to provide input. 
(6) Special meetings can be called at the request of the Academic 
Senate or College Council to provide a college. department. or 
other unit with a forum to discuss needs. concerns. issues. and 
plans. 
10/8/91 proposal facilities planning 
ItJ, 5 () # 11. I 
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March 5, 1992 
CAST By-laws 
MAR 6- 1992 
1~ 
An election was held by the College of Applied Science and 
Technology to approve changes in the College By-laws. Listed 
below are the results of the election: 
Yes, I approve of the CAST By-Law changes _____ ~~9 ____ (votes) 
No, I do not approve of the CAST By-Law changes 
_----=3=----_-=-.. (v 0 t e s ) 
TOTAL BALLOTS CAST: 
CAST Elections Committee: 
Myrna Garner, Chair 
Leonard Meyer 
Ken Smiciklas 
Joyce Morton Kief 
jd 
cc: Dean Elizabeth Chapman 
CAST Elections Committee file 
PROPOSED 
BYLAWS OF 
THE COLLEGE OF APPLIED SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY* 
ARTICLE h NAME 
The name of the organization participating in the governance of 
the College of Applied Science and Technology shall be the 
Council of the College of Applied Science and Technology, 
hereinafter referred to as the "College Council". 
ARTICLE ~ PURPOSE 
MAR 6 - 199~ 
The College Council shall serve as the agency through which the 
faculty and students of the College of Applied Science and 
Technology shall participate in determining College policy and 
procedures in accordance with the Constitution of Illinoi~ State 
University and with the bylaws of the Academic Senate. 
ARTICLE III. POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE COLLEGE COUNCIL 
Section ~ The College Council shall serve as an advisory body 
to the Dean of the College of Applied Science and Technology in 
accordance with the Constitution of Illinois State University and 
the Bylaws of the Academic Senate. 
Section ~ The College Council shall adopt, by a majority of 
voting members present, legislation which shall provide for a 
College Curriculum Committee, consisting of faculty members and 
students. 
The College Council shall approve, by a majority of voting 
members present, detailed policy, functions, and procedures of 
the College Curriculum Committee. 
Section ~ The College Council shall adopt, by a ma jority of 
voting members present, legislation which shall provide for a 
College Faculty Status Committee (CFSC) whose organization, 
policies, and procedures shall comply with Appointment, Salary, 
Promotion, and Tenure Policies of Illinois State University. 
Section ~ The College Council shall adopt, by a majority of 
voting members present, legislation which shall provide for a 
College Elections Committee consisting of faculty members (See 
Article ~ Section ~ for election policies) . 
Section ~ The Co llege Council may create such standing and 
special commi ttees and boards as it deems useful to the exercise 
of its powers. The College Council shall determine the powers, 
duties, and organization of each College committee and board. 
The Council shall not normally consider a matter which is usually 
the responsibility of a committee or board until the committee or 
board has reported on the matter to the Council. No provision of 
this section shall be construed to preclude administrative 
officers from creating administrative committees and boards, 
assigning them to such duties and powers as they desire, and 
appointing members to serve on them. 
Section ~ The College Council shall approve, by a majority of 
voting members present, all proposals that are identified and 
disseminated as policies formulated by or for the College of 
Applied Science and Technology. 
Section ~ The College Council may call regular or special 
meetings of the College membership or of any part thereof. For 
meetings which it calls, the College Council shall establish the 
rules and the agenda, which rules shall not contravene these 
Bylaws. 
ARTICLE IV. MEMBERSHIP OF THE COLLEGE COUNCIL 
Section ~ The College Council shall consist of the following: 
(1) the Dean of the College (ex officio)i (2) three faculty 
members elected by the faculty from the College-at-largei (3) one 
faculty member from each department or academic unit elected by 
the faculty of that department or academic uniti (4) each 
department or academic unit has the right to have a student as an 
additional member, with the exception of Military Science. No 
more than two faculty representatives may be from the same 
department or academic unit. 
Section ~ Other than Military Science, faculty eligible for 
membership on College Council will include full-time faculty 
members who have a major assignment in the College and who have 
been full-time faculty members as defined in the University 
Constitution at Illinois State University (Article III, Section 
2. Bi Article I, Section 2. B, 1a) for at least one semester 
preceding the election. Eligible faculty in Military Science 
shall have contractual full-time teaching assignments in that 
unit. Faculty who are on leave at the time of election, or have 
been granted a leave for three months or more of the following 
academic year, exclusive of summer sessions, or are on disability 
leave under the University Retirement System shall not be 
eligible for election. 
Section 3. One-third of the elected faculty members of the 
Council shall be chosen by the faculty each year for three-year 
terms. No elected faculty Council member may serve more than six 
consecutive years. A person who has served six consecutive 
years, however, may again be eligible after one year. 
Section ~ Faculty serving on the ,College Councilor College 
Committees at the time of a sabbatical or other leave shall 
resign from all College Committees. 
Section ~ Full-time students who have completed thirty (30) yJ~l 
semester hours, including at least fifteen (15) at Illinois State ' ~ 
University and not on academic probation, shall be eligible for 
election to the College Council. Each shall serve for one year ~. 
and be eligible for reelection. Student members shall be elected 
from that department according to procedures determined by the 
department or academic unit. In case of vacancy, the candidate 
with the next highest number of vdtes shall be seated to fill the 
unexpired term. Appropriate representative student participation 
shall be encouraged in College and department affairs. 
ARTICLE ~ ELECTIONS OF COLLEGE COUNCIL MEMBERS 
Section 1. The College shall maintain personnel files adequate 
to provide at any time an accurate listing of persons eligible to 
vote. 
Section ~ Any faculty member holding the position of lecturer, 
instructional faculty, visiting faculty, faculty fellow, 
executive or artist in residence, instructor, assistant 
professor, associate professor, and professor who are attached by 
the conditions of contract to one of the departments in the 
College of Applied Science and Technology shall be eligible to 
vote in the election of faculty representatives to the College 
Council. Each department shall establish procedures for the 
elections of departmental faculty to the College Council, subject 
to the approval of the College Council. The elections rules 
shall provide for nomination by petition. 
Section ~ All students who are a declared major in one of the 
departments of the College of Applied Science and Technology 
shall be eligible to vote in the election of student 
representatives to the College Council. The department shall 
develop an election procedure, and it should be approved by the 
College Council. The student position for the College Council 
shall be posted by the department for a minimum of two weeks. In 
the case where only one student chooses to run for the College 
Council position after it has been posted for two weeks, the 
department can appoint that student without an election. 
Section 4. The College Council shall have an Elections 
Committee. This Committee shall establish policy for the 
election of at-large faculty members of the College Council, 
faculty to fill unexpired terms on the College Council, and the 
faculty representatives to the Academic Senate. The Council 
shall approve rules for the conduct of elections of College 
Council members and Academic Senators. The elections rules shall 
provide for nomination by petition. 
ARTICLE VI. OFFICERS OF THE COLLEGE COUNCIL 
Section ~ At the first regular meeting after the election of 
new members, the Council shall choose by majority ballot from its 
elected members present a Chairperson, a Vice Chairperson, and a 
Secretary for one-year terms. These officers shall assume their 
duties immediately upon election. The Chairperson of the Council 
shall be a faculty representative. In the absence of the 
Chairperson, the Vice Chairperson shall assume the functions of 
the Chairperson. 
Section ~ These officers shall constitute the Executive 
Committee of the Council. In the event that no student is 
elected as an officer of the Council, the Council shall elect, by 
majority ballot of voting members present, one student member to 
serve on the Executive Committee. The Executive Committee, in 
consultation with the Dean, shall prepare the agenda for each 
Council meeting and shall perform such other functions as the 
Council assigns to it. 
ARTICLE VII. MEETINGS OF THE COLLEGE COUNCIL. 
---
Section ~ At least once each month during the academic year the 
Council shall hold regular meetings. Meetings shall be held on 
an "as needed" basis during the summer months. 
Section 2. Special meetings may be called by the Chairperson, or 
in his/her absence, by the Vice Chairperson, and must be called 
upon the written request of at least three members of the 
Council. 
Section ~ A majority of the faculty membership of the Council 
shall constitute a quorum. No meeting shall be held unless a 
quorum is present. 
Section 4. Minutes of the Council meetings must be mailed to all 
members of the College Council and Department chairpersons within 
ten days of each meeting and made available to all faculty and 
students of the College. At least one permanent file of minutes 
shall be kept in the Office of the Dean of the College of Applied 
Science and Technology. 
Section ~ Facult y and student members of the College may attend 
all meetings o f t he Council except executive sessions, but may 
participate in the discussion only with the consent of the 
Council . 
Section ~ There shall be no limits on the subjects open to 
discussion by the Council. Faculty and students desiring to 
bring specific matters to the attention of the Council shall 
communicate them to the Secretary. Such requests shall be 
presented to the Council for its consideration. 
Section ~ All faculty and students who are members of the 
College Council are eligible to vote on matters pertaining to the 
Council. Any member of the Council can request use of the secret 
ballot. 
Section ~ In case of disagreement as to procedure, the 
parliamentary authority for use in Council meetings shall be 
Robert's Rules of Order (most recent edition) . 
ARTICLE VIII. ADMINISTRATION AND ACADEMIC ORGANIZATION 
Section ~ COLLEGE DEAN 
A. Responsibilities of the Dean 
The Dean of the College of Applied Science and Technology is the 
chief academic and administrative officer of the College, and the 
principal intermediary between the College and the University. 
The Dean is accountable to the Vice President and Provost for 
every aspect of the conduct and development of the College over 
which he/she has authority. The Dean shall serve at the pleasure 
of the President and shall be accountable to the Vice President 
and Provost for the following: 
a) Conduct of the College in accordance with the ISU 
Constitution, relevant statutes, and provisions of 
these Bylaws. 
b) Involvement of faculty and students in the democratic 
operations within the College community. 
c) Effective communication between the University 
administration and the College community. 
d) Preparation of the College budgets as may be necessary 
for proper planning and reporting. 
e) Transmission of proposals initiated within the College, 
including action of the College Council, with his/her 
recommendations to the Academic Senate. 
f) Recruitment and retention of a competent faculty of 
scho lar-teachers and administrators. 
g) Support and expansion of educational programs, in 
accordance with a flexible and evolving academic 
master plan for the University and the College. 
h) Development of rapport among the departments and 
academic units in the College. 
i) Interpretation to the public of the College and its 
mission. 
j) Facilitation of the annual review and evaluation of 
departmental Chairpersons. 
B. Selection of College Dean 
A new College Dean shall be selected in accordance with 
procedures and policies accepted and/or approved by the Academic 
Senate. 
C. Faculty Meetings 
The Dean of the College shall convene a meeting of the faculty at 
least once each academic semester and shall chair such faculty 
meetings. In his/her absence, the Chairperson of the College 
Council, or designee, shall preside. A special meeting of the 
facvlty shall also be convened at any time the Dean of the 
College so designates, or upon petition of ten percent of the 
eligible voting members of the College faculty. Except in case 
of emergency declared by the Dean, each member of the faculty 
shall be notified by mail at least one week in advance of a 
regular or special meeting of the faculty, together with an 
agenda. One-third of the eligible voting members of the faculty 
constitutes a quorum for a faculty meeting. At least once each 
year at appropriate times, the Dean of the College shall report 
to the faculty on the "State of the College". 
The faculty at any meeting may take action advisory to any 
committee of the College, the College Council, or the Dean of the 
College, but legislative authority shall be exercised or 
delegated only by the College Council, subject to faculty or 
student petition according to the petitioning procedures outlined 
in Article IX for review by the Council. 
Section 2. COLLEGE ADMINISTRATIVE ORGANIZATION 
A. Organizational Structure of Administration 
The Dean is responsible for developing and maintaining a viable 
organizational structure of College Administration, including the 
designation of administrative positions and the responsibilities 
of administrative officers. He/she shall be obligated to inform 
the College Council and seek its advice before effecting a major 
change in the structure of administration. 
B. Faculty/Student Participation in Selection of Administrators 
While the Dean shall be responsible for the nomination of all 
administrative officers to the Vice President and Provost, 
faculty members and students shall be involved in the 
determination of the need for and in the selection process of 
administrators. 
C. Responsibilities of Administrative Ad-hoc Committee/Boards 
The College Ad-hoc committees/boards should keep the college 
council advised of their activities on an annual basis or as 
needed. 
Section ~ PROFESSIONAL AND CIVIL SERVICE STAFF 
The rights and responsibilities of members of the professional 
and Civil Service staffs shall be identical to those provided in 
Article IV, Section 3, A. and B. of the ISU Constitution. 
Section ~ COLLEGE ACADEMIC ORGANIZATION 
A. Academic Organization and Self-Governance 
The Dean of the College, in consultation with the Vice President 
and Provost, and with the advice of the College Council, is 
responsible for developing and maintaining a viable academic 
organizational structure including departments or other academic 
units. The College of Applied Science and Technology, in 
accordance with the ISU Constitution, the Bylaws of the Academic 
Senate and these Bylaws, shall be entitled to exercise a degree 
of self-government which does not infringe upon other academic 
units within or outside CAST. 
B. Responsibilities of Committees 
1. College Faculty Status Committee 
The CFSC shall submit an annual report to the College 
Council, including data for departments and for the 
entire College, which indicates numbers of faculty within 
each of the salary merit categories as indicated in the 
ASPT document, numbers of faculty recommended and 
rejected for tenure and for promotion shown rank by rank. 
The annual report shall also include the numbers of 
departures from department faculty status committee 
recommendations. 
2. College Curriculum Committee 
The College Curriculum Committee shall submit an annual 
summary report to the College Council. 
C. Departments or Academic Units. 
Each department or academic unit shall formulate and adopt Bylaws 
or procedures providing for the governance of the department or 
academic unit. These Bylaws or procedures shall become effective 
after they are approved by a majority of the appropriate faculty 
members eligible to vote in the election and subsequently 
approved by the College Council. 
D. Departmental Leadership 
The College Council shall establish policy, by a majority of 
voting members present, for the procedures for the selection of 
department or academic unit chairpersons and for their periodic 
review and evaluation. 
E. Academic Programs 
The Dean, with the advisement of the College Council, shall be 
responsible for the formulation and periodic review of and 
academic plan for the College, which charts the direction of 
future academic plans and programs. The establishment of new 
academic programs, disestablishment of existing academic 
programs, or changes in existing academic programs shall follow 
procedures established by the Academic Senate. In order to 
ensure that the academic programs and units of the College remain 
viable, the Dean of the College shall require their periodic 
review. 
ARTICLE I X. AMENDMENTS OF BYLAWS 
Section ~ Amendments to this document maybe initiated by a 
petition signed by ten percent of the students currently enrolled 
in the College or ten percent of the Faculty of the College or by 
a petition signed by three members of the College Council. 
Proposed amendments shall be submitted at a regular meeting of 
the College Council, be distributed in the Council minutes and be 
voted upon at a regular Council meeting following distribution of 
the minutes. If the College faculty shall approve the amendment 
by a majority vote of the faculty members participating in the 
election, the amendment shall be transmitted to the Academic 
Senate for approval unless within ten days after promulgation a 
petition signed by ten percent of the students currently enrolled 
in the College or ten percent of the faculty of the College shall 
call for a referendum. All students and faculty are entitled to 
vote in a referendum. An amendment approved by a majority of 
both the student and faculty members voting, and by the Academic 
Senate shall become part of this document@ 
*Edited and Amended February 1976; February 23, 1977; December 2, 
1980; January 28, 1983. 
AGENDA FOR THE ACADEMIC SENATE 
TIME: 7:00 P.M., Wednesday, April 8, 1992 
PLACE: Circus Room, Bone Student Center 
Call to Order 
Seating of New Senators 
Roll Call 
Approval of Minutes o~ March 25, 1992 
Chairperson's Remarks 
Vice Chairperson's Remarks 
Student Body President's Remarks 
Administrators' Remarks 
ACTION ITEMS: 1. Election of Officers and Executive 
Committee Members 
2. Academic Affairs Committee 
Proposal for Communication Department 
Professional Public Relations Sequence 
3. Rules Committee Report on Administra-
tive Efficiency Committee Report 
4. Rules Committee: CAST Bylaws Changes 




2. Academic Affairs Committee Presentation 
of Vision statement for Strategic Plan 
